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HYDE A WITNESS




His Salary and the Seso,000 Mysteri-




New York, Nov. 14.—James H.
Hyde. former vice president of the
Equitable Life Assurance society, was
the most conspicuous figure at the
opening of today's aion of the Arm
strong conanisskm insurance investi-
gation.
Jost before the session e as calk-4 to
order Mir. Hyde entered the room,
accomminlied by his counsel, Sam-
nel Unterroyer, and took a seat well
up tower& the front of the room and
immediate* back or the press table.
Extra police had been stationed in
the corridor outside the committee
room to control any great crowd that
might appear. The first witness call-
ed was John McGuinness, employed
by' the Equitable Life, who was on
the stand et adjournment' last night,
and the needing of orders of T. D.
Jordan to A .C. Fields relative to biMs
introduced in the legislature in Al-
bany was coat/sued.
On the Stand.
Mr. Hyde was the next witness.
He testified that he was 29 rears or
age, and became second vice presi-
dent of the Equitable one month af-
ter graduating from Harvard. He had
always been brought up to believe
his life week was to be the legitimate
essooessor01 bie father, the founder
of the Equitabte. He had traveled
and tended with that object in view.
, The father had Metalled in him his
view, on Me insurance. He was a
director of the company two years
gefore he graduated. From his earli-
est youth he had lived in a life in-
minance atmosphere, and had expect-
• to make, it ids life work
'During fin father's illness. Jas. WI
Alexander turned over to hint little
by iittle, matters of detail. Hie did
not receive a eatery upon his first
connection with the company. He
ems offered a salary, tett declined.
Starts at hence.
The president and various members
of the executive conwnittee then mugs
Bested that. as be bad qualified him-
self by two vests' worik, be should
have a misty, and President Alexan-
der in two fixed it at too,000.
'Mr. Alexander asked if that was
agreeable to him ri (Hyde). In mos
Gem Louis Fitagereld risigned as
chairman a the finanoe committee
and MI-. Hyde was appointed to the
chairmanehip. For the added respon-
eibility falling on Mr. Hyde his salary
was advanced to $75,000.
Climbs to firoo,000.
idhaseluties constantly increased in
the saiimes departments, and in 1903
his *hey was Made Sloo,00n at which
It remaiord until his resignation last
spring. The witness never spoke to
:lily of the officers or members of the
eexcutive tonarreittee or in any way
suggested an increase in his salary.
titer. Hyde was asked if he was will-
ing to serve the company at $73,o0o
satiny, and he replied that he waf and
he caused a laugh by remarking that
he "did not think he mull!' get it
anywhere elm."
A list of Mr. Hyde's *rectal-ships.
*leo Ina pet-arenal ottockholdinga in
conapanies in which the Equitable was
Interieeted, was presented and, intro-
duced in evidence. Mc. Htsgres said
it we, not his purpose to go over the
matter covered by Superintendent
llendrick's report. Mr. Hyde was
Weed if money could be obtained on
lIó voucher without it coming under
The notice of any other officer. Wit-
ness midi it could be done, and that
this method was pot into effect by an
cinder of the president.
&Mire Account.
Mk. Hyde knew only by hearsay of
ltee Gets. H. Squire, trustee account.modkate to float the $5o.000,00e
International Merrantile Marine corn-
party was the syndicate In which Mr.
Alexander asked Mr. Hyde to give
G, H. Squire, trattee, a participation
from the share of "J. H. Hyde and ai-
isirot of the Equitable pietat
satiate..." His !Mention as lime=
Was never called' to the Squire ac-
count. He...did not know of w'llrat Mr.
Squire WeS truste'e and never inquired
why Mr. Alexartder -wanted him to
give Geo. H.. Squire, trusteee, a par-
ticipation. Me. Hyde said he re-
ceived a salary of $5,000 when he be-
came vice president of the Equitable
Trust company, and in foss this was
adkariced to $12,00o.
Mysterious $685,00a.
Mr. Hyde said that the objects of
the mysterious ;685,000 Loan by the
Nfercantile Ttust Gonmany to the
Eq ui bible I..?fe Assurance Society
were to buy off inconvenient suits,
to buy up stock of the Equitable as it
mine into the market, and to tnake
political contributions. +11r. Hyde said
ilhle Ion* lpoliticial contribution oft
which he knew was that of $25,000
to Cornelius N. Bliss, chairman of
the republican national cormnitee, in
the last presidential campaign. This
contribution was solicited by H. C.
Frick, said Mr. Hyde.
,Last suramer, when the banking
ckpartrnent called for the repayment
of the $685,000 and she Equitable Life
repudiated it, Me. Hyde said Mr.
Hyde said Mr. Alexander and Mr.
Jordan raised as much as they could
and then he, Hyde, mark up the bal-
ance, $2i 2,000. He said he rhougM
he was generous in this, as be had, not
received any benefit from the loan.
STATE LOSES
CANNOT GIVE REVENUE LAWS
EXTRA TERRITORIAL EF-
FECT
Says the Supreme Cost—Union Re-
frigerator Transit Company is
Upheld in Contention.
Wkishingron, Nov. 14,--The Union
Refrigerator Though company won
in the Supreme court in its fight to
resist the taxing power of the Come
Motivrealth of Kentucky. The court,
in a very forcible opinion, upholds
the contention of Alexander Hum-
phrey and Wiliam H. Field, that the
state of Kentucky cannot give its rev-
enue ham extra tertritoria/ effech A
recent case is cited by the supreme
court a+ complete* covering the ques-
tion undkr consideration. It is the
case of the Louisville Ferry comPatie
versus State of Kentucky. It wet
held in that case that the franchise
"anted by the Cenrerlorniendtb of
Kentucky did not bring the Indent'
franchise within the jurisdiction of
Kentucky for the purpose of taxation,
such tax amounting to deprivation of
property without due process of law.
The supreme court say.: "The
adoption of a general rule that tangi-
ble personal property in other states
may be taxed at the dkamicile of the
ownrr, involvea damibilities of an
extremely serious character."
The court hold, that the cars oi
the Triumph company in question, we
far as lected in rietier states than Ken-
tucky, are not setbject tia the taxin
POWer of that c
judgment of the -/C-nfircr l-c;-court of
appeals is reversed. Chief Joni
Ftti s.nd Justice tid*tA_Si.n143 et
jitrimiction las casi) izener
National bank against the Conertson•
wealth of Kentucky, involving the
taxing of the bar* stock in Boyle
county.
WILL FIGHT
RAILROAD MEN TO FILE
EARNEST PROTEST AGAINST
RATE LEGISLATIOS.
They Appeal to the President Open-
ly and Will Appeal to Congress
Privately.
Wlashington, Nov. 14.—An earnest
protest sviaa mode to the presiden" to,
'day against proposed railroad freight
rate legislation. The protest was filed
by representatives of the five great
labor organizations connected with
ififdloodinei—the enginreril
conductors, switchmen and trainmen.
• The members of the dielegition which
celled on the president represented th
several organization. They pointed
out to %int that railroad rate legisla-
tion togically meant the lowering of
rates. This, they contended, will be
followed by a /lessening of the earn-
ing power of railroads, and, conse-
qtrentle, by reduction eventually of
the wages of railroad employee.
--
Argument In Howard Case.
Washington, D. C., Nov. ta—Ar
ment in the Yam** B. Howard ebt
was concluded rsterday before fbe
Supreme court Of the United States.i • s e
IS AFRAID 10 00




Belief That Moral Effect of Failure
To Be on Ground to Aideepunt
Witte Will Be Bad.
POLES WORKKING FOR
THEIR AUTONOMY.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 14.—Emperor
Nicholas and the Russian court will
not come to St. Petersburg this win-
ter. A Short time ago if was an-
nounced that the emperor was about
to return to the winter palace in an
annex of which Count Witte has in-
stalled himself, but his majesty has
now decided to go from Peterhof back
to Tsarkoe-Salo, where he has been
living for almost two rears, with the
exception of the last months spent at
Peterhof. Except en the occasion
of 'the ceremony of 'dewing the wa-
ter* last January, when the emperor
diorrowty camped death, owing to a
mysterious akrve of grape being fired
in the direction of the imperiad party
by a salettett battery, the emperor
has not stepped inside the winter pal-
ace for over eighteen months.
Decision Unfortunate.
His decision not to come to the
capital is regarded as unfortunate„ not
only for its moral effect, but because
and kee phim surrourekti by court in-
timacies', and out of close, immediate
touch with Count Witt %rho at
the present time should have daily, al-
most hourly conference with the em-
peror. Members of his majesty's
esturage have steamily advised
against the emperor being in St. Pet-
ersburg when the national assembly
meets, as we* ae on amount of the
danger of popular disottlers at 'the
Opital this winter, recalling to tfte
troperoefs minidh not without effect
the fatal moults of Louis XVI. agree-
Mg to leave Versailles and place him-
self at the mercy of the populace of
Paris in 1789.
Poles Working Hard.
The Polish delegation here is work-
ing hard to secure the co-operation of
the liberate, 'social demoonats lint,
workmen's organizations for another
general political strike in aid of the
Poke' battle for autoninny, but thus
far, while they have ?net with much
wornmattry, no action has been taken
for their assistance. Count Witte,
Whom the deputation saw, was ex-
tremely firm, declaring emphatically
that the gcrotirnment would do noth-
ing for Poland under compulsion and
that martial law would not be abol-
ithea mei! the separatist, movement
ceases. The premier declared that
the most the Poles could expect in
idilitien- to the rift-Ma granted under
the reform manifesto, was a separate
gentry.' zernetvo for Poland and mu-
nicipal government
The Polhill delegates say that over
7,000 Polish prisoners are languishing
in the jail. of Warsaw.
The Radical Press.
The radical press today is not spar-
ing in the denunciation of the gov-
ernment's action in putting all Poland
under martfal law, declaring that it
is a plain violation of the reform
manifesto, but it is evident that the
government has recovered its nerve,
and is determined to use severe Torah
met if necessary to restore order.
The agitation throughout the coun-
try at the exceptional powers con-
ferred on the aides-de-camp of the
emperor, who wit.) be dispatched to
the central provinces when" agrarian
disorders' are spreading el•proof of
this. At the same time half it dozen
governors, including the severnors of
Odessa, Tomsk and Kazan, who sig-
mar failed to prevent disorekre, have
been summarily dismissed at Count
Witte's instigation.
The Clergy at Work.
The clergy, with other classes, con-
tinoe dreirjneercessions for the Cron.
stack routiheers, iv of whom are
Trpnetad Ito have been condemned to
death. Am hundred orthodox priests
at a meeting held at the residence of
the Metropolitan Antortuc, formulated
and dispatched an appeal for mercy, to
the emperor.
'A number of army officials, indig-
nant at the action of Lieutenant Fro-
of the imperial horse guards, who
recently Inbreed Prof. Tank, of the
Polytechnic institute, have joined, in
a proposal to boycott Froloff and all
the other officers of the horse guards
unless the -Leutersant clears 'himself
of the charge or resigns within a
month They have addressed a let-
ter to a local paper asicuo-"-Tior the
co-operation of their brother officers
in their action.
BLOW to Ohio Sports.
.Washingatan, D. C, 1.1.—The
Ohio anti...enabling statute was up-
held in an opinion handed down in
the Supreme court bf the United
States by Justice Peckham in the 'case
of Vsilliarn Isflarvin vs. Belle Trout.
Hart to Meet Ruhlin.
iLouisville, Nov. 14—Marvin Hart,
the pugilist, when shown the an-
nouncement made by Gus Roblin that
the latter would claim the heavy-
weight ohasepionahip relinquished by
Jeffries, sidtaly reiterated his willing-
ness to meet Sehlin or any other
heavyweight, negroes barred, before
any club offering a suitable purse.
Hart and Rithlin have fought twice,
six sounds in ab,ladelphia, where no
decisions are if iven, and a twelve-
round draw at Baltimore
RETWINING HOME
TAFT AND PARTY HAVE PASS-
ED THE VIRGINIA CAPES.
Should be at Home in Washington
Early This Morning Without Ac-
cident.
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 14.—The United
States cruiser Colombia, Commander
J. M. Boyer commanding, passed in
the capes of Virginia at 7 o'clock this
mormng bearing homeward Secretary
of War Taft and party en route from
the Isthmus of Panama, where the
secretary hes been on an inspection
tour. The Columbia, sailed from
Colon November 7, and after a brief
stop at the, United States naval sta-
tion at Gueetatanemo. Cuba, left that
place on Friday last, proceeding di-
rect for Hampton Roads.
The cruiser upon entering the
capes came •t once into Hampton
Roads mid chopped anchog, a-
tary Taft Ned party will proms 
evenoing by steam* to Was
ton, arriving there early tomorrate
morning.
INSPECTION TRAIN
EXPECTED TO ARRIVE HERE
OVER THE I C ON
FRIDAY
Some Changes Already Being Made,
Prepacatory for Operation of
Tennessee Central.
It is expecte *hat day after tomor
row the 'general iospection train,' for
the Illinoie Central railroad wilt ar•
rive here king its haw, over the
rsyatem. the train are the
oadtna and superintendents of
all the divkions and they are minute
ly irrypertiag the track and roadbed
in the cloae mantle followed each
year. Paten here they pass on up the
Louis-1,41h division, Which ha* won
the prize for many consects6ve years
for being the best strip of track on
the entire system.
Tennessee Central.
The I. C. officials. in arranging to
inaugurate use of their leased line,
the Tennessee Central,' December
have commenced arranging to shift
some of the train crews. Conductor
Robert faswe now runs the I:sec-am-
modetioni passenger train between
flopkinetrale and Cairo, batetracheen
notified that after December 1st he
will be stationed at Nashville, Tenn,
at headoperters. This means he will
have a Olen over the Tennessee Cen-
tral after this line is started into op-
eration *oder the lease to the I. C.
Other conductors and engineers will
be Shifted around some.
Material Clark.
Mr. K. 0. Graeshatn, who moved
here front Smithiland has accepted the
position of material clerk in the of-
floe of Mister Mechanic Turnbull at
the local shops.
To Another Division.
Yesterday engines Noe. 12 and 30
were sent from here to the Waterloo,
Iowa division to be used hereafter,
the floo chse of new engine, coming
here for the Louisville *widen d1'-
pl'ac'ing these 'mailer ones. Engin-
eer E. JOhneon left in charge of the
two engines ent away.
Pirernen Promoted.
Firemen S. E. Bonner and J. R.
Brown, of this district, have been pro
mated to engineer*, and plated ()it
the exttak list.
MAY USE RESERifri,:ausnidd,nrie,.....ratic.,ns. Nearlyfrivishaandvlifszs.
tes om L elgtetpritxhies es'. the Young Men's
Christian Association and other or-
ganizations with which Sir, George
was connected' and the Lord- Mlayor
and Sheriffs in their robes of state.
The general puVic filled the rest of.
the catheOral to its full capacity. The
service which was conducted by Arch-
Seocon Sinclair was fully choral.
The funeral procession through the
streets was very iinpressive. Two hun-
dred and thirty carriages followed the •
hearse.
Sympathetic cable (*speeches were
received from Prince °scare Berner-
dotte, James Stoke's, of New York,
and hosts of others, while -wreaths
Were sent from all parts of the workl.
Ruling Regarded as Revo-
lutionary is Made by
SECRETARY SHAW AND
UPSETS TRADITIC'NS.
Holds That Reserve Fund Is In-






Several Hundred Dollar Loss at the
Billings' Printing House.
Washington, NOV. r4.—Secr '-,y of
the Treasury Shaw reiterated yester-
day his belief, expressed in New York
last week, that money was plentiful
enough in this country for legitimate
commercial interests and that he did
not propose to go to the relief, of
speculative interests which had forced
up the price of loans in that city.
Although Secretary Shaw would
deem it adrissbie, if occasion cequir-
ed, to use as much as aso,ocio,000 of
the $70,000s00 treasury Working ball-
ance to help banks over the hard
places due to the autumnal tip=
demand, he would view with ap
the use try national banks of a poi-
tion of their surplus reserve.
A most important interpretation
has been given to the banking low by
the secretary. 1 is sure to evoke
much diseussion.
Mr. Shaw regards the reserve as
intended to. meet periods of monetary
stringesca. 'He is so fine in ins be-
lief that it is proper for national
banks to dip into this reserve hat be
will not permit the closure for this
reason of any bank which, having
used a -art of its reserve, manifests
its purpose to replenish it when iron-
ey4s more Omaha
'If a 'bank vrhich has use dita re-
serve in part indulges in loose busi-
ness methods and fails to make up
the resetve, the secretary may then
close that bank.
Mane tankers have been advisee
'Secretary Shew's attitude.
Mob% with thief aspotbott of looming
the, eystmla to meet else vilh
Ma of commercial condi-
tions is the general banking belief
that the reserve should remain intact
under all conditions. R,ivals of a bank
which encroaches upon its reserve are
tonally disposed to point out the fact
as an evidence of imprudent banking
nwahorki. with the result that cfepotrit-
ors wi harem their accounts.
For this reavon Secretary Shaw's
position that surplus reserves of na-
tional banks may with proprety be
drawn upon h ,onsidered revolution-
ary.
Secretary Sherw's view is that, as
the 112PM places in the discretion of the
secretary of the treasury the only
articm against a bash which reduces
its reserve, he is undoubtedly empowl-
ered to exercise his discretion as to
closing the bank.
To mate is position clear and to
etroourage n of conservative
business opinion, tary Shaw had
this /deterrent issued by the trenwrY
department torswiw
"Seeretare has npt yet de-
cided to coolie to the relief of the
gooney market. He authorizes the
statement that Ore will not turret.
Thus fart no productive busines in-
terests, Manufacturer, transporter,
merchant or hanker has asked It Hie
will not come to the relief of specula-
tion. Shoukb any business concern be
denied deserved credit at reasonable
elates the secretary wants to know
the farts. He believes the majority of
N rIti York loans are stilt made at or
below 6 per cent. Call money and
speculation long-time nvoney—in oth-
er words, market money, as distin-
irtriehed from customers' money—is
higher."
NOW AT REST
THE LAST TRIBUTE TO Y. M. C.
A'S FOUNDER.
Sir George Williams Buried Beneath
the Dome of St. Paul's In
London.
London, Nov. 14.—The body of the
founder and president of the Young
Mlen's Christian Aseocietion, Sir
George Willierne, who died Yovember
6, was buried beneath the dome of St.
Peal cathedral today in the pretence
of an immense throng of mourners,
including • hundred minister* of vari-.
•
Yesterday morning shortly before
12 o'clock fire started at the Ben Bil-
lings printing establishment, on Broad
way near Second street, and caused
a Sam damage to building arid stock.
defective flue caused the wood-
work between the second floor ceil-
ing and eoioa to ignite and start the
blaze Which was quickly extinguish-
by the fire department. The loss
is fully covered with insurance.
Witt BRICK
THE KENTUCEY AVENUE
WORK BEING PUSHED BY
CONTRACTORS
Board of Works Holds Meeting This
Afternoiln—Gunboat Invitation
Now Being Framed.
The laborere of Contractor Bridges
are now laying brick at First and
Kentucky avenue and working their
way hestward on that thoroughfare.
It is believed they cart have all the
brick down by the last of next week,
as good working days are now being
enjoyed and there is nothing to inter-
rupt the progress being mode.
Over on Jefferson street the men
started excamhing for the pav-
ing brick WOrk wWlels edit be taken
inotois soon as the *venue brick
are all down.
Board of Works.
This afternoon the board of public
works holds its regular weekly meet
ing, but there are no question's of
particular importanoe before them.
Gunboat Invitation.
City Clerk Henry Bailey and City
Auditor Alexander Kirkland are now
framing up the official invitation
which they will semi to the -secretary
of the navy requesting that the gun-
boat Paducah come here neat spring
for an official visit, to accept the sil-
ver service set to be presented her of-
ficers and crew. The municipal legis-
lative boards authorised the clerk and
auditor to send forward the invita-
tion, which is °tie official from the
citS".
PARADE TODAY.
Printers and Bricklayers Will Noe
Take Part in Procession.
- . Thai afternoon the big parade ail!
he 'held by the organized tabor utrioris
of this city, out of sympathy for the
oriking street ear risotermen and con
doctors
In another column it will be seen
that the printers say they will not
take part in the parade, while the
bricklayers' union also requests The
Register to say they will riot partici-
pate in same either.
Arm Broken.
lDriver W. Y. Robertson, of the
Paducah Brewery delivery wagon, is
confined at his home, 800 Harrison
street, with a broken right arm near
the *Avow. Monday night while driv-
ing rapidly throng*, the streets Rob-
ertson collided with the light vehicle
Of Mr. V4 Denrington and the acci-
tient threw the bre-eery wagon driver
from his vehicle seat to the bard
street, -where his sear wee broken. It
,was set by Dr. Jeff Robertson.
Recital Or Students.
The pupils of the high school at
the Washington 'building were )-ester
day morning entertained with a musi-
cal recital by Prof. Harry Gilbert,
who rendered them a number of fine
pieces at the building. On Tuesdays
eddresees have been made to the stu-
dents by different prominent people.
Tide MOS the first antseical recital for
Wet and will probably be repeated
often.
Messes. George Boodwant- and
Henry and Roy 'odd have rctultverl
from a hunt near Wickliffe.
I./
THE KENTUCKY, EXCUR SI
TELEPHONE 548.
WEDS $8.00 for the Round
The Famous Original TrIP to lennessee river
NIGHT
NOV
St. Louis and Tennessee Riv Pack-
et company—the cheapest an best
is
excursion out of Paducah.
MURRAY & MACK
And their fig Company in
Around the Town
The Latest Musical Satire
York Life.
Prices: 25, 35, 50, 75 and St.00.



















































of Comptroller of the Currency.
D. C., Oct. to, woo
by satisfactory evidence
to the texieesigrxd it
to appear that "The First
Bank of Paducah," located
City of Paducah, in the Coun-
McCracken and State of Ken
has complied with all the pro-




Mao as *mended by the'
April 12, loco;
THEREFORE, I, William
Comptroller of the Cur-
do hereby certify that "The,
Baal of Paducah,"
the City of Paducah, in
of McCracken arid State
is authorised to have suc-
for the period specified in
articles of association;
until close of business
to, t925.
whereof witness




No. two. Extension No.
OLIVER, OLIVER & WORMOR.1
i
LAWYERS
OFFICES! Benton. Ky., rear hank
Marshall County; Pacincah, Ky.,
Roos 114 Fraternity Sandbag.
New nose 114. Old Phone 3o3.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
i 3 iWi IASI
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints























hours II to to 1. as., 1 le
7 to 9 p. ma. '
HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.
On November vat, and December
Atb and loth, Kos, the Illindis Cen-
tral Railroad Company, will sell first
class round-trip tickets at greatly re-
(hued rates to points in Colorado. In-
dian Territory, Kansas, Louisiana,
Assists; Nebraska, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, South „Dakota, Texas,
Wyoming, Mexico, Michigan, Mis-
sissippi, Arkansas and other territory.
Tickets will be good for tweetysone
(21) days to return.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Padget*, ie.
G. C. WAN:FIELD, T. A.,
Union Depot.
INSURANCE MEN
INSPECTOR FOR TWO STATES
WILL BE CHOSEN TODAY
AT LOUISVILLE.
City Electrician Gilsdorf Is a Candi-
date for Place—Commissioner
Rose Real:fled Inspections.
Today at the Galt House in Louis
yule there will be 'heki a meeting by
the Kentucky and Tennessee board of
fire underwriters at which time there
will be accepted the resignation of
Mr. Gano, the former electrical in-
spector, whose duties were to go over
these two states for the insurance
companies and see that the electrical
wire connections entering every build
ing were maintained on tire schedule
adopted by the underwriters. Mir.
Cano resigned hie place several
months ago, but the official's put off
sek-cting his successor until their an-
nual meeting today. City Electrician
Giledorf, of this city, is an applicant
for the position, add from many quar-
ters it is believed he will be chosen.
as when made the official inspector
Sir this city, he was, chosen on recom
mendation of the fire insurance com-
panies composing the K. and T.
board. It was at the instance of the
insuranice concerns that the piece of
city electrician was created, and then
Mr. Gitsidorf selected.
At today's gathieeing in Lonieville
there also comes up the guardian of
eletting president, board of ctireica
tors, executive committee and sec-
retary for the K. and T. board.
Inspections Resumed.
Commissioner C. C. Rose. of the
fire insuraece bureau of this city,
'has resumed his inspections of build
ings over the city and yesterday was'
engaged on South Sebaeld street in
this undiertaking, looking through
the respective busineste houses, see-
ing that they were in a good and
clean toodition.
He has inspected Broadway on
both sides from First to Seventh,
the side streets a) far us as Monroe
between First and Seventh, and is
now examining the business houses
over on the side -streets intersecting
Broadway from the south between
First and Seventh streets.
FIFTEEN CENTS FOR COTTON
Mr. Jordan Advises Farmers to Hold
What They Have
For That.
Atlanta, Ga., November lg.—Priest
dent liarvie Jordan of the Southern
Cotton association, in an interview
this morning Allays:
"The open declaration of Secretary
Wilson of the department od agricul-
ture that the recent condition report
of 68.8 ie 'accurate and trustworthy'
and which shows that the year's crop
will be in the neighborhood of only
ten million bales,' should knock cRli
al: high estimates. Mai put everybody
down on the working basis of a short
crop. Secretary Wilson's estimate
confirms the report made by this as-
sociation some time ago, predicting a
crop of about tosoosoo bales. As this
report is confirmed by accurate
source's, it is unquestionable that the
remainder of the crop now in the
fonts of the planters should not be
marketed for less than 15 cents a
pound. shoal at once issue a procla-
mation advising this coterie."
Sir Alfred Harrneworth, the London
newspaper man, has added another to
hie long list of publications, in pur-




SUPERINTENDENT HOYER EMMA TURNER AND FLOYD
WILL PUT SCHOOL BELL HARRIS RELEASED IN
UP TODAY. 1 POLICE COURT.
BOTH DISMISSED
The Drafts lit the McKinley Building
Are Being Rearranged So as to
Give More Heat.
This mooing Superintendent Fred
Iloyer of buildings for the public
schools, will hang the bell that goes
in the cupalo for the new McKinley
building in Mechanicsburg. The bell
is the old one which hung for years
at the old market house at Second
and Broadway. When the frame
market was torn down and the pres-
ent one put up, there was no longer
necessity for the old bell and Market-
nester Frank. Smedley presented it
to the school trustees for the Meehan
icsburg building. It is in first-class
condition andi will be used in calling
the children to school and also an-
nouncing the recess and other hours.
Mr. Hoyer today will start to ar-
ranke things in the heating draft at
this building so that so much of the
heat will not go upstairs in the rooms
on that floor. The top room& have
not been finished for use, the lower
floor being the only quarters used by
the pupils. The present arrangements
of the drafts are of sech a nature
that most of the heat goes upstairs
where it is not needed, whib the low-
er floor rooms suffer thereby.
Tomorrow itiork will be started of
laying the plank walk from the school
house over to Bridge street, so the
ehihlren can use stone daring the
model/ periods of the coming winter.
It will be about go or too feet long
and three feet in width.
WEST LEAPS IN
OIL PRODUCTION.




cording to a report issued by the
Geological Survey the total output of
.0 ode petroleum in the United States
in 1904 was 117,663,421 barrels. The
total value of all the petrokeen mar-
keted in the United States in 1904 was
$101,170,466. The gain over the pro-
duction of 1923 was 16,602,o84 bar-
rels in quantity and $6,476,416 in value.
For the first time in the history of
the petroleum industry the quantity
of oil produond west of the Mississip.pi
river was greater than that produced
ea* of that river. New pools were
discovered during rgo4 in Texas, Cali-
fon**, Kansas, Indian Territory and
Oklahoma, and many extensions were
made to the old fickle An imenentee
section, beginning in Southeastern
,Kansas and extending southwestward
into Northevn Indian Territory and
Oklahoma, now over 18o miles in
length and fifty mites in width, was
proved to be locally productive of
petroleum and pleural gas. The re-
port says that all indications point to
an increase in the pcoduction of pe-
troleum in the United State for a
series of years. - Tbie increased de-
mand for petroleum( in this country is
attributed to the use of that article
in autorochik-s.'
The Marquis of Ailsa is a peer vitro
has teade at his fingers' ends. He has
made a special study of ship construc-
tion and has a shipyard at Troon.
He holds an honorary cornrrisoion un-
der the "white eneign."
The United Stater, raises three
fourth's of the world', cotton supply.
—
, .
MACK, of the Murray & Mack Company, at






TsL 754 7th and preisillyar.
Eva Johnson nad Adline Morton,
Colored, Given Continuance Un-
til Today of Robbery Charge.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Emma Turner was dismissed of
the ease charging her with maliciously
cutting Floyd Harris, while the latter
was dismissed of the breach of the
peace charge against him. They had
trouble out about Ninth and Wh-
ington streets.
Eva Joh n so n and Adeline Morton,
negresses, were given pot tponiemerns
until today of the case charging them
with robbing John Rodblph, of the
county, of about $20 out about Ninth
and Washington streets.
Will Childress and Warner NVil-
liaros were given continuances until
next Tuesday of the proceeding
charging him with swearing falsely
in a case.
There was left over until today
the case accusing Ed Fan i s of being
drunk and disorderly.
Herman Matthews, colored was
l'e!d to the grand jury on the charge
of cutting Cliff Bidwell, cplored, year
be-ore last at Ninth and Boyd streets,
Will Pool was Meld to the grand
jury on the charge of petty larceny.
REFORMS ARE URGED.
In Manner Celebrating Thanksgiving
and Football Games Given Roast.
Chicago, Nov. 4.—Dr. Frank W.
Gunsalus, in announcing to Central
church coogi.gation yesterday that
Thanksgiving services are to be held
at the Auslitoriont, took occasion to
de-flounce the custom of playing foot-
ball on. the day of thanks. He said:
"Let us combine the cross of Christ
with the flag of our country in the
celebration of this clay in an old-fash
lone() way. I beseech you, each one
of you, to be here and by ono pres-
ence set up a protest against the
spirit of commercialism and frivolity
that is coming to be fought by the
holiday. It may be some of you will
stay away to attend the football game
—that disgrace to th- history of *ix
day and the spirit of thranksgiving
that is cornett gto be fought by the
preceptors and faculties DI our schools
and colleges."
FEVERISH STOCK
MARKET IN NEW YORK
New York, Nov 13.—The disclos-
ure of the deficit in the bank reserves
shown in Saturday's bank statement
e.sulted in t feverish stock market to-
(la)-.ered in early dealings there were
declines of from I to 7;.4, the latter
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.
Reading sold down 4%, and a num-
ber of other 2 to 214.
Call rtioney was higher today. ao
per cent, being bid before T1 o'ctocks
At +-at time it was reported that the
franks had lost $988.000 to the sub-
treasury since kast Friday.
Land Here for Visit.
)4r. Grover Land, the baseball
catcher, arrived here Sunday from
Frankfort to visit "Red" Bohannon a
sJew days before going to Florida to
spend the. winter with Wekkon South,
another ball player well known here.
!arid rays his Toledo, Ohio, team
Will train here next spring, prepara-
tory to the season. He cate'hes for
them.
"Winter baseball" was officially
opened at NBob Wathen's yesterday
with a reunirm of Kitty Wayeiro. In-
cluded in the hunch were Grover
Land, Diclaie Banhic, "Red" BrArare
non, Kinney Murray, "Skeets"
Hedges; Eddie Taylor, Catcher Lem-
on and a few amateurs. The boys
all seemed to have their batting eyes.
Since the final products of the per-
fect combustion of any fuel are water
and carbon dioxide, neither of which
constittnes or makes smoke, the en-
istenoe of smoke is proof of the im-
perfect burning of whatever substance
is consumed for heat or power.
HAYES
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COMING HERE
MANY OF PERSECUTED JEWS
WILL LIVE IN UNITED
STATES.
Fund to Relieve Distress of the He-
brews in Ruesia is Orowing—
Contributions General.
New Mork, la—Jacob
Schiff, at the annual meeting of the
educational aitiance last night, re-
ferred to the COnotitions in Russia.
and also spoke of the Jewish, race.
fle said:
'The 'turmoil in Russia must have
sonse seriouis consequainices 4o the
United Stares. It will mean an im-
rfit'lliSe immigration .and this coun-
try must keep its doors wide open
to allow those who flee from that
country- to enter. The Jew bae a
large and generous heart for those
afflicted, and will aid greatly hos-
pitals and like institutions.
"There are many racer cii the Jew,
five or six at least. The Jew races
cross in this country, and they will
unite in making thi greatest Jew
that ever existed, the American Jew.
"If we want this,' we must do. our'
duty to that race, and in the end the
vkirld will get the benefit.
WILL KEEP HANDS OFF.
Germany Will Not Interfere in the
Case of Poland.
Berlin, N9v. 14—The attention of
the foreign office was, called today
to the belief held in St Petersburg
that ad agreemlent exist. whereby
Germany and Austria would assist
Russia if it- became necessary to sap
press a movement for kalish auton-
omy. The foreign office says moth-
Mg of the kind has occurred and that
nothing of tba; nature will ogees.
Emperor William hae ;had no com-
munication on the subject oath Em-
peror Nicholts or the Russian gov-
ernment.
The Polish question so far as Ger-
many is concerned, does not exist
outside of Germany. If, boar, %re 
Russian Pole, rise up and the move
merit for Polish autonomy spreads
to She Polish provinces of Prtaria,
the latter will firmly suppress it in
the Prussian Polish provinces. But
Russia must manage her awn diffi-
culties, as it is the fixed policy of
Cermarry not to interfere in the in-
ternee affairs of her neighbors.
DISTRIBUTPON OF SEEDS.
Thirty-Eight Million Packages to Be
Given Away.
Washington, Nov. 14.—The an-
nual cfnentbunion of olgetable a.nd
flower eeeds by the desrartment
agriculture will begin on December'
1, and before planting tare i• 's ex-
pected the entire 31111:41171 a .1 a:: ,1t-
ing 8,000,ono packages, will be in
the hands of the people in aH sec-
tions of the country. Congress for
the past several years has approprist
ed $29o,000 for this purpose, but a
portion of the amount is used for
foreign experiment work and other
kindred matters.
TOOL OF A POWERFUL GANG
Are Willard Bank Robbers in Opin-
ion of Officers.
Lexington, Ky., Nov. 13.—Heavily
menet-kid and closely guarded by six
officers, under Sheriff George Jacobs,
of Carter county, the men alleged to
have robbed the bank at Wiliam), Car-
ter county,. last week. were brought
:to tensed), last night and indeed in
:jail, where they wilt be kept oonfirted,,
!until culled for trial at Conroe the
later part of this month.
The prisoners were Stephen. and
Charles Stamper, of .Cioninnati;
Thomaa Brown. of Abler'', Tenn ;
John Allem, of Knoxville, Teno.: and
Joe Hall, of Covington, Ky., all of
whom were arrested shoctly after the
4"416nere by Sheriff Jacobs and Post-
office Inspector Speers. While the
men were confned in the Grayson jail
the city Mlarehal of Hargershown.
Ira!,, vitited the jail and recognized
Brown and D. J. Rodderick, the man
who Wird by the Willard citizens, LA
being two of the men who were in
Hagerstown the night on which the
bank there was robbed of several
thoirrand dollars.
All of the men under arrest appear
to be betvreen twenty-five and thirty
years of age, with the exception of
.flrovna who loelce to be about thirty
five years old, and it is the opinion of
Sheriff Jacobs that they are only tools
of an orgaAired gang whit-h operates
out of Cincinnati
Toilet Soap, Large Fees Attract 
Big Field in Iowa
all odors. Traveling Men's 
Contest.
DON'T FORGET THE PLACE Eldora, Iowa, Nov 14—Plenty
AND PRICES. of candidate-3 are ie *he field for the
$ 1 2000 state secretaryship of the Iowa
State Terveling men's assoiriation and
as the election is to take place +fie
aoth of this month a great mew will
attend the meeting. There are now
over 4.000 member* of tilt auseelationt
a rid 10,000 of these nierabser We resi-
dents of Tosis. T See leleeintittreper
memher pelr ye*r tS littef•totsselleity




It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
goed rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas.
Roger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, aont.
••••





Rooms 1, è and 3 Register Build-'
trig, 523 I-2 Broadway.
" Practice in all the courts of tint,




Highest price paid for second-hand
btoVes qc.:
FzUnqithrte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
21 8- 20 Court street. Old phone 1311,
Clem Fransioli.
Mowing wagon in connection.
E. ti. P LIRY EA R,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,.













Rooms so, it and is, Columbia Mds.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Rood 6s
- 
Dr. B. T. Flail'
Office with Drs. Rivera & Rims, Teo
Nort hFlith, Both Phone 355.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone 1691
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—




Ofnee over Globe Bank and Trutt
Co., 304 Broadway.






Oficte plum; art, ItiTeldonct phone ity-A14.
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SUMMON,,
'lrii.i J04 -f ring T er, '
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
leasiNVIIIININLION PHISSICIAN










































































































































B SION COMPLACENT OVER
ELECTION OF NEW PROSECUTOR
THOUGH HIS CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE COMBINED DEMO-CRATIC AND REPUBLICAN MACHINES WAS REGARDED ASA JOKE, CITY DOES NOT SEEM TO RESENT OR REGRETHIS UNEXPECTED SUCCESS—He ABANDONS LAW PRAC-TICE WORTH $15000 A YEAR TO REFORM THE PROSECU-TOR'S OFFICE—SAYS HE WILL HAVE BUT ONE TERM—ISAN ATHLETE, A MAN OF BROAD SYMPATHIES AND IN-TERESTS, AND A BORN FIGHTER.
PLATFORM ON WHICH
MORAN WON HIS TRIUMPH
Moran's platform was as striking as
is the man's petv,onahty. Day after
day. in the Boston daily papers, head-
vertised that if ekcted he would
guarantee:
,Official freedom from politician& and
grafters. •
Official action with the Grand Jury
immediately on receipt of information.
NO il2611:19891/00 of jurors by Tea-
armless challenges.
No intimacy, social Or otherwise,
with jurors.
Fair treatmeot to all lawyers.
No withholding of evidence favor-
able to defendonta.
,Rigid enforcement of law against
grafters and briber,.
Lenient treatment for trivial of-
fenders, with the idea of reformation.
Justice, tempered with mercy, fiat
all.
In his advertisements and speeches
Mr. Moran declared that his oppon-
ent, the nominee of the Democratic
and Republican madams, would not
guarantee these things.
Boston, Nov.-12.—"The- Foilk and
Jerome of Boston" is what John B.
Moran. elected district attOrney of
Sufi's* county, proctaims• linnet{ to
be. after a campaign in 'whiz% he
fought alone the Democratic and Re-
publican city arid county machines,
and was elected by a nsajority of 4,449
Over Michael J. Sugbrue, who bad
both party nominations, the support
oi the SuGolk county bar and the "re-
spectable" element in local politics.
Morse and unaided, Mr. Moran, who
is. well-knowo lawyee fought one of
the 'hardest and most sensational
battles, as to remits, ever known in
local politica. He had no campaign
headquarters, no treasury, no speak-
sr,
offret the first, be established
head-quarters in his kw office. For
the second, be paid bis expenses, hired
bolts, etc, oat of lie own pocket, even
going 90 fie as to mortgage a life in-
surance endowment policy for $4,000
to pry campaign bill's For the third,
-be was his own speaker.
Held Nightly Rallies.
He held ranks nista after night and
&polite at all of them. He had no pre-
siding officer and no imposing het of
vice presidents. AN the people came
for was to hear Moran and he dis-
persed with the other accessories. One
reason for this was that few, if any,
of the politicians of educe party carrd
to aosociate themselves with bia cam-
paign, for not one of them supposed
for a moment be was going to win.
It is not unusual to win out on an
independent acket in Boston. Bet
to sweep # normal Democratic ma-
jority of 23,000, against an opponent
buying the nominations of both par-
ties, both secured fairly amid squarely
ill detagution conventione, is an extra-
ordinary feat. Mr. Moran did this anddie it alone.
Paid for Newspaper Ads.
Unaided by a single newspaper or
machine- of any kind, with no help
from friend., or asoociates without a
solitary Stump speaker, and opposed
by the Bar association, with its 859
Irwyeri, he took the stump, paid for
his own halls, opened his own meet-
inge, advocated his election single-
handed and wrote and paid for his
own advertisements, many of which
were refused by the newspapers be-
caule of the sweeping charges be
made against men in high official posi
tion.
Every newspaper in the city
thought Ivo campaign was a joke,
and gave his rallies only the briefest
mention. Hi, opponent, one of ohe
rust popular iawyers and officiate' in
the city and of the very higibest repu-
tation, arid the party manatters also
took his campaign as a joke and did
not even go to the trouble of count-
ering his rallies or answering 1•64i
charges.
No one, excepting Mr. Moran and
a few tried freest* counted upon his
securing more than L000 votes. al-
though he had personally secured 4,-000 signatures to 'his nomination
PaPers-
To say the party managers and Mr.Moran's opponent were surprised on
election night is putting it very =Ici-
ly. They were overwhelmed when thereturns began to ocime in, and could
not at first reali ze what had hap-
Nee& •
Some then, however, it has beennoticed that manly lead:ng Repub-lica= and Democrats have not ex-
pressed the sorrow at Mr. Sughrue!:dtfeat that was expected from, them.
thine, contributing to Mr. Moran'ssuccess we the &vire cif many ofboth parties to sit •a 'whack" at theso-tailed catinty sing, cottipased (ofboth Republicans red Throne-rale, an4.frac parreletl out the officers
and patronage of the county, the
smallest but richest in the state, for
years to its own satisfaction.
A modest man is Mr. Moran. On
election night he took his new honors
easily and annourced that ,he would
not seek re-election at Otte end of his
term. "I'm going to emulate pose-
velt in that," he drawled.
Brilliant Trial Lawyer.
Moran's personality is a most inter-
esting one. He was born in Wake-
field, Mass., April 27, 1859, the son of
Ellen (Brown) Moran, who had come
to the United State, front Ireland in
1852. He attended the Wakefield
Hight school, PhiUip., Exter acad-
emy, Boston university law school,
and after being admitted to the bar,
began practice in Woburn, Mast.
Soon after he removed to Boston and
entered a well-known law firm, but
after six years opened an office of his
own.
Mr. Moran is known as a trial law-
yer, and has conducted many import-
ant litigations so brilliantly as to
gain him a hies reputation and a
large clientele. He is often retained
by leading law firms as trial counsel.
He is unmanried, a member of 'co-
ral organizations, incItxting the Bos-
ton Othietic association, where he is
known a.s a clever amateur boxer. He
is finely built, of medium, height,
somewhat unconventional in dress,
but atweyi neat, is dean shaven, has
sharp brown eyes and wears glasses.
Moran Is Born Fighter.
He is known as a fighter frow the
drop of the 'hat. He has at times
gone into Democratic potitics, usually
to hest the "machine." He *mole
ex-Mayor Josiah Quincy all through
his terns, and when the so-called
teaming frauds came up, in (ought
hard to get at the men "higher up"
lit the recent gas investigation he
was counsel for Thomas W. Lawson.
Mr. Moran has three hobiea They
are boxing, vaudeville and novels. He
rarely misses a boxing bout in this
City or near by, attends vaudeville
shows regularly and reads a novel of
two every day of Ile life.
lk has Mamie of Sz0000 a year
from his kw business. The district
attorneysthip will onfy pay him $O000.
By devoting his entire time to the
latter office daring his hem he will
lose $10,000 a year, but he says it
will be worth it
RUSSIAN BARBARISM.
(Nashville Banner.)
The barbarities perpetrated by the
mob in Odessa, which have been a
repetition of the horrors of Kishineff,
and probably even of worse nature,
roopen the question whether the
people of Russia can properly erect-
ciate liberal role and are capable of
anything like Aelf-government. These
Southern Russians appear to be little
less savage than were the ancient
Cythians inhabiting the same country
of whom Ifterodotto gave such fear-
some acitoauts.
tOrse se the prietipall domande made
by those who have sought to obtain
a Dew constitutida from the Czar
was religious Liberty, but the first
thought of the eitated Odessa mab
was to murder and outrage the Jews
and pillage their houses. The mob
that ha. done such bloody work in
Odessa was composed of men who
called themsetveti 'loyalists." They
marched through the streets bearing
national flags, portraits and Biotin,
singing the national hymn, an in
their exuberance of loyally Ind pa-
triotism tney murdered, pillaged ard
destroyed property.
It is difficult to determine whether
this mob meant to rejoice at the
granting of the new constitution or
intended to protest age fist a change
in the old order. It had the sym-
pathy of the police, who refused to
interfere with its outlawry, and was
at war with the -students, who en-
dorse the liberal ideas. It is certain
that no Socialist mob could have
given greater demonettutions of an-
archy.
People like these weed strong rule.
To them -liberty mare only license,
and they are too brutal to be re-
strained except by the strong arm
of the law foncifuNy exemised.
Theee an needed reforms in Rus-
sia and the promised new constitu-
tion is a great step forward, but it
will take exert than civil liberty to
bring a people Moe these from ages
of besotted ignorance and despotic
rufh to the level of good citizens of
the Anglo-Saxon type.
The modern steam turbine Was in
sonue respects anticipated by an inven-
tion of an Italian moWtect earned
Nance', who lived in the seventeenth
century. To far more dii•tuld • thbes
the engine devised by Hero was at
least it tint of the turbine which is
nCsi finking headway against) the
niliar reciproerating 'beim engine.
15 YEARS OF
AGONY ENDED
Boston Business Man Cured ByCuti -
cura of Awful Humor Covering
Head, Neck, and Shoulders After
Hospital and Doctors Failed.









ing my head, neck
and shoulders,
discharging mat-
ter of such offen-
siveness to sight
and suseli, that to my friends, and
even to my wife, I became an object
of dread. At large expense I consult-
ed the most able doctors far and near.
Their treatment was of no avail nor
was that of the—hospital, during
six mouths' efforts. I suffered on and
concluded there was no help for me
this tide of the grave- Then I heard
of some one who had been cured by
Cadenza, and thought that a trial
could do no harm. In a surprisingly
short time I was completely cured."
CUTICURA-THE SET, $1.
Complete Treatment fur Every
Humour from Pimples
to Scrofula
Bathe the affected parts with hot
water and Cnticura Soap, to cleanse
the surface of crusts and scales and
soften the thickened cuticle; dry,
without hard rubbing, and apply
Cuticurs Ointment freely, to allay
Itching, irritation, and inflammation,
and soothe and heal; and, lastly, take
Cuticurs Resolvent Pills to cool and
cleanse the blood. A single set is
often euflkient to cure the most tor-
turing, disfiguring skin, scalp, and
blood humours, with loss of halt.
. when all else fails.
ta=9;=.° L te...reci..179614=boom sirikma aps at Cure aver' Elimanr..
SURVEY PROPERTY
MECHANICSBURG BUILDING
AND GROUNDS TO BE DIS-
POSED OF
Miss Clara Anderson Taken to River-
side Hospital for Treatment—
Miss Morgan Still Out.
Secretary W. If. Pitchee, of the
school board, stated yesterday that
the trustees had never yet received
from the city of Paducah the deed
transferring the old school property
in Nikolvanicsburg to the board of ed-
ucation. The city solicitor has been
instructed to draw up the indenture
making the transfer, but he states he
cannot do it until a survey is made
of the property and exact dimensions
given him so be will know how to de-
ooibe the property in conveying it to
the whool board.
Some years ago when the original
Mechanicsburg public school was con
strutted. property was bought frctm
Mr. Herzog and others and the deed
to the ground put in the name of tin
city of Paducah. After that the city
sold the property to the school board,
but no deeds were ever made out
transferring it. Now the :school Isis
put op a new building in Mechanic-a-
burg and wants to sell the old
groom= and house to K. Bootle-
ram, who wants it for a Christian
church mission. The deal cannot be
made until the deed is made out plac-
ing the tick in the name of the
sichool board. Secretary Pitcher said
yesterday he would have the property
surveyed or measured right away so
the deed could he made out, as they
are in a burry for same in order to
close their deal with Mr. Bondurtunt.
Taken to Hospital.
Miss Clara Andlerion was yesterday
taken to the pay weed in Riverside
hospital to be treated for bronchitis,
with which she St suffering. She is
the popular teacher of the first grade
at the Washington building on West
Broadway and has been. confined with
ihliits !rime the first of this week,
and while she is away her room is
being presided over by Miss Blanche
Mooney; one of the high school stu-
dents
Not Yet Resumed.
The study of Foolish in the big')
school hat not yet bean yawned be-
causei the inatcuctor„,M1h. NOW
gan, contione, eouiøswsi irt her
with an attack of sfelorseast She be-
droll she will be abk to return to
her chaise-ties morhing. • -
tisaganer wadi ti,orecorck oziejn
1•• iiips. The pinttersVin the
traMrpore ut#and sticks the* f
rge of than even during thh
orld's Fair of ogoo. Att oidanta at
Pantheon received as much as
66.25 daily in tips of small amounts.
Resolved tSs perlorni *hat you
ought; perform without fail what you
resolve.—Frarildin.
any* them until the sawmill branch
is ready to resume.
Mr. Lineus Orme, the head sawyer
for Langstaff-Orin, boo returned from
Sc. Louis, where he went several days
ago and purchased the new madam-
ety and saws for the new sawmill.
The outfit will commence arriving
immediately and be installed as quick
ly as possible. The fire came at quite
an opportune time, if that character
of time could occur with a blaze. In
this instance it came when the firm
had a large supply of building mater-
iel on hand, and tben\ivinter is about
here and the building rush is over,
therefore the supply here, as at other
kcal places, is riot drawn onvery
heavily, therefore plenty of time ex-




Says Democrats Will Elect House
Hands Down Next Y.
ing Out on Lecture Tour of
the South.
The Langstaff-Orm Manufactur-
ing company have decided to rebuild
their saw mill department, which was
destroyer': by fiTe ten tights ago, and !
work of !reconstruct-rig the plane has
already been started, but it will be







Corrected Aug. 22nd, z9o5.
South Bound.It Will Take Two Months to Corn- Leave Cincinnati plete Same, and Pending That Leave Louisville • Others Will Saw Timber. Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch 







Arrive Fultonis completed and that department :Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. placed in operation. In thk: mean- Arrive Rives time the firm has, wade arrangements-






tablisIhrnents to slaw ther timber and Arrive New Orleans 
(St. Let329 Republic)
Congressman Champ Clark takes a
most roseate view of political situ-
aticn in the United States as far am
the Democratic party is concerned.
Til4 resuk of the elections, state and
city, held last week, are fully of en-
couragement to Democracy in the
opinion of C.ongresornan Clark, who
started yesterday on a lecture tour of
the South that will end in New Eng
land in time for the distinguis.hed
Missourian to arrive in Washington
for the opening of congress.
At the Laclede hotel Congresecman
Clark talked at length of the chances
of Democracy in a national way. "It
looks Iniohty good to me," sums up
the view of the Missouri representa-
tive, who wee temporary chairman of
the last Natnal democratic conven-
tion.
"What is your opinion of the effect
of the late elections on national party
affairs?" was a question suggested to
Mr. Clark.
"The result of Tuesday's elections
shag:goo to me two leading thoughts,"
was the reply. "First, the Democracy
is recovering from the trouncing it
received last year and is beginning to
sit up and Woe notice. History has
a way oil repeating itself. In 1872
Horaces Greeley was defeated even
more ekeisively than was Judge
Parker.- Yid in 1874 the Democrats
elected a House of representatives by
an everwhelming majority, and in 1876
elected Samets+ Jones Tilden president
by large majorities of the electoral
college anti of time popular woe
"If there had been a general erec-
tion last Tuesday we would have
elected a Democratic House heads
down, in spite of the Republican
gerryrnandering of almost every
Northern state, and theme is scarcely
a 'hollow of a doubt that that is
precisely what we will do next year.
"Second, the independent voter who
was so !acerb, in evidence last year
we, more en this year. that recent
exposures of extravagance, reckless-
ness and crime by divers persons OR
portance hos much to do with swell- COLORS
holding fiduciary positions of vast irn-
irig the artily of independent voters is
beyond cavil. For instance the col-
lapse of the Pittsburg bank at exact-
!), the psychological moment probably
caused 700,000 men to vote for the
Democratic candidate for treasurer of
Pennsylvania thereby electing him.
"Democrats will eat their Thanks-
giving &met this year in a mitch more
cheerful frame of mind and with much
better appetite than they did in the


























Mortis Bonn& No. 102 ,
Leave New Orleans  7:10 pin.Leave Mieniptiis  6:50 a.m.Leave Jackson, Tenn 
Leave Rives  , 9:42 a.m.Leave Gibbs 




















































No. 374- • No. 305.
4:20p.m.L.v. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m.
8:4op.M.Ly. Chiarago.... 2 :509.11L























  8:o5a.111. 9 : 30pan. Ar
(South Bound.)
122-822 136.-836
Ch ci go . . . . 6 :20p.m . 9:45a-111.
St. Louts 9:40p.ra. 2:150.m.
Cairo ..... 6:ocia.m.. 6:aop.m.
Padiscath . . 7 :444..m. 6 :10p-111.
Paducah.... 7:50cut. 6:x5p.m.
Princeton .. 9:39a.m. 9:50pin.
Hopkinsville  t :oop.m.
Trairia marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. Ali other Orsini rundaily. Trains 103 and 704 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains lot and 102 sleepers between Louisville,Menicilis and New Orleans. Trains 8o1 and 822 sleeper, between Paducabahd St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Pactucato Ky.
GBO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
TOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill
C C. hCCARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Vegetated
Calomel
eltirPit8 NOR SA LI-
R ALL DRUGGIST me.
- _
tiogiEMM T. liessig. M.D.t Undertakers and Embalmers,
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE sne.A.u. flUll OF ONLY 65 GENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARit SELLING ATI GEMS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY Woe PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, zoe, z5c, sec
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS ALL PRICES
TO SLLT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL -PIFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONS/EVLABLA COL.
AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL

















FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-










MAO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE. MONEY.
C. C. LEE
 ANEW
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Residence.
Eighth 04 Jachtion Streets 
Sao SOUTh THIRD ST. PADUCAH, K'ftbano












At Resister Building, 533 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padto








Anyone failing to receive this paper
regulraly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Wednesday Morning, Nov. Is, 1905.
• Industrial Insurance.
Tlhe insurance investigation going
on in New York has developed much
of interest to "orrrall" insurers, as
well alb large insurers. What. is kflown
as industrial insurance has received
an airing as well as the naisinarrage-
ment of the big companies Relative
to the airing given mchistrial inaar-
ance and just what this "airing"
means, the Nashville Banner perti-
nently says:
"What is known as industriat
since is of queationable legitimacy,
consideredias a business, and the pub-
lic scrufny of its dietails brought
about by the New York investigation
teas made its doubtful features more,
apparent still.
"The Metropolitan Life Insurance
company of New York, into whose
affairs the legislative committee has
been recently making inquiry, is one
of the oolustrial companies, probably
the weakhiest and most respectable
of the kind in the country, and some
of the facts that President Inegeman's
testimony has revealed about its
methods are not reassuring.
"Industrial insurance is the taiong
of policies for small sums steamy
hiboring people on monthly or week-
ly payments. It is extended to the
lives of children in order tb. defray
their possible funeral  expense, .or for
the profit the parents or goardians
may get from children's deaths if the
547551. be sufficiently large. This form
of insurance has become very popular
Ilmong the negrote of the south, who
are constantly solicited by the agents
of ccrinpaniesedoing that kind of busi-
ness.
"In 1903 the three companies which
did the largest business in industeial
insurance, the lalletropolitan, tbe Pru-
dential and the John Hancock, had
together in force 13.759,580 policies,.
g to $7,88o,187,979. Accord-
ing to the testimorry of President He-
gemno the industrial policies of the
Meoroolitan akme now amount to
$1.1 27,R89,229.
• "Any person 2 year.; or over may
..be loomed, and pobcies on many chil-
dren are issued. The actual premium
for pie. Oh a child tinder 9 years
Aoki is to cease per week. The bene-
fits vary with the age at which the
Child insured and the time the.pot-
icy runs. If the child he intuited, at 2
years and dies within the next three
months the pokey is worth $16. If
it be insared at 2 ans.) live to he o--
the iroximorn age of insoranre for
children—the policy becomes worth
$24o. If only 5 cents per week be
paii the minimum possible benefit for
bOiktren is $8 and ethemaximum $120.
The weekily premiums on adults--that
is, on persons between to and 70—
vary from 5 to 70 cents, and he ben-
efits range from $13 to $852, varying
with the age of the instrred and the
length of time the policy rime. The
average value of policiee in the Met-
ropolitan in 1903 was $147; in the Poo
dential 8119.
""Though the premieres in this in-
surance is small in the amounts paid
at one time, in the aogrefaie they are
largely ont of peoportidift to the cost
of ordinary, life insurance, which the
New York investigations .h.a vs sorrel
to show are too highHThere is a
measure of benevolence in bringing'
insurance within the reach of laboring
people, bet those who extend the
favor reap a rieh harvekt for their
pains. The cost on a smalipolicy oft
hundred or so dollars is more than
double that of ordinacy life insurance,
and the policfee forfeitett grey out-
number those of the regular kind.,
There see no dividends to policy hold-
ers. The plan lip .that of straight in-
surer— 14,,efthlnir is retorned exeopt
In to ^ ilsath
1/4"Agea:sahree to the ttestimony of
Provident Tiegernan, a quits of more
than fifty &alio.% 104,as collect-
ed from the policy Solders ofaiis von-
palsylast yeeu- and a little he ("SetlIP
of $16.0oteinoo returnedto heneficia-
/fee. This was the entire btoiness of
the corm:Any, that is not .exchisively
erfortrial, but the bit"- of the income
sine *die the eollection of the week-c
ly payerierfte on moat/ policies. It at
•
any rate indicates the ratio of income]
and expenditure. In the same year!
the etruount paid out in salaries and
conghissions was $2o,coo,000. The
president's salary has been increased
from $4,000 in 1877 to atoo,000 last
year, But he declases that he is sat-
isfied with $00000, and did not ask
for and will not dea wthe last raise of
$to,000- a year which the directors
voted him.
"These figures mean that a large
number of poor people contribute out
of their hard-earned wages to make
a few rich men still richer. If it is nal
robbery it smacks very strongly of
extortion, and the child instrnance
feature is of questionable morality.
"The working people, as a class, are
ingenuous and many are untutored.
This is especia"y true of the southern
neat-toes, among whom the agents of
the industrial insurance companies are
constantly at work. They deserve the
protection of the law against wrong
and extortion. Of course they should
have the privilege of insurance within
their means, but the practice of draw-
ing large sums from the aggregate of
their small earnings for the enrich.-
inent of a few should cease. Indus-
trial insurance affects many more
people than regular life insurance and
reaches the class' that Most especially
tree& the protection of the law. It
should be properly regulated."
November Meteors.
This is the rasual time of the year
when an unusual number of meteors
are expected to be seen in the heav-
ens. The earth at this time is said
tc be nearer the meteor swarm known
as the "Leorrids,"• but this year, as in
many years, thorsii who look for an
exhibition of "atsr;oting stars" may
be disappointed:I:The "famous show-
er of euae" of 1833 has never been,
tepeated, although there have since
that time beet, some wonderful me-
teoric manifestations. The Pbilackl-
phia Public Ledger says of the look-
ed-for November shower of this year:
"Elaborate preparations to count
this miscalled "shooting stars," to
pliotograph their flight are' trace
their "radiant," and to photogrrph
their spectra isave been made, notably
at thief great ubservatoriee, but the
effect Will be materiaky negative by
the nightlong presence of a bridiant
moon. The "Lenoidts" are among the
swiftest of the meteoric families,
which riomber a hundred 'radiants,"
floe the earth meets then) practically
directly, NN4Ivile then tinte are that of
light green, shading into blue. ,
"It is, of course, to be uockrstood
that the "radiant" is only a matter
of perspective and haa nothing what-
ever to do with the constellation,
name it bears, the meteors be-
ing tenants of the solar system, and
revolving, like the earth, in regular
orbjte about the tun. The meteors
that play conspicuously about the
27th Or adtb of the month, of red
tint and short train, are entitled "An-
drometiett" because they seem to
emanate hems a point within the con-
stellation Andromeda; but they are
sem-times knows as "Biel," be-
cause they are generally bt.ieved to
be the debris of the come :!•.scovered
by Bleia in 1836, which, after per-
forming several circuits of the. sun,
divided and finally disappeared."
The New York Voting.
It appears that many of the Hearst
supporters in New York voted for
Jerome for district attorney. A cor-
respondent of the Neor Yock Times
give, an M12171114 441 the vote east in
Me-- Second- EteCt 'on district of the
Ninth assembly district to show a
'sample of the cornphoity of the vot-
ing. He says:
"The total vote for the three can-
didate, ibr mayor waso McClellan
133, Hear* moo, 'vim, 78. Six of there
votes were nullified. as far as the
district attorney was concerned, sec-
cnrding to the ruling of the inspec-
tors, for having crosres in both the
party and Jerome circles. Of the six
ballots not cotmted for Jerome. three
were cast for Ivios and Jerome, two
for McClellan and Jerome, and one
ire Hearst and Jerome. The total
vote for the leading candidates for
&strict 'attorney was, Jerome 148,
Osborne 99, arid Sheaen 50. Jerorne's
total of 148 was made up as fothws"
"S'raight" Jeromet 2; 1•06107‘15, 1 ,
prOillb111,0p, ; Stokes and Jerome, 1.
Tvins and. Jerome, 63; Hearst and
Jerome, 48; McClellan meg Jerome,
32
"An analy-eio of the vote of the lead
ing mayoralty carelidatee in Ter.:,
to the vote for district atbarney
ed the following resultss loins' total
vote of 78 (-moieties} of 63 for him-
self and jerotne two.of them beiirg
for ,Ivites are .tdrorne only. 12 for
Plablerner, 'and 3 Us abovie noted not
counted for district attotney. Hearst's
total of too wr:. emb-oiyoecd as
L'AN: Ifihnoit end .Shiserni 50. Heart*
and Jevefime 48,- Hearst 11.114 00bettle
; not counted for district attorney
total tof 133 showed
for McClellan anyl th.hOrne, 32 for
' Tr , • f,-.T lalscSei-
lan an; the acvsiaskist c-andistase, '3ion
not counted lour district attorney."
• Coup Meat Forest
- Havana, Nov. 14. 14.--lt is believed
t4tat the government fears n coup
d'e as the number of police at the
has recently been trebled and
for the heti two nights, the poicemen




DR. MARMADUKE DILLON HAS
BOUGHT SOME OF LAW-
SON PROPERTy,
Editor Louis Brovnilow Resigns His
Place on News-Democrat—Other
Commercial News.
Yesterday there was completed a
deal whereby Dr. Martnaduke Dillon
of New Orleans became the purchas-
er of a ninety-foot strip of ground,
165 feet deep, at the corner of Sev-
enth and Broadway. ‘t is the corner
lot off the Capt. Jack Isawson prop-
erty, which was, owned by Mrs. Ed-
wax! MCFadden, of St. Louie The
consideration for the property is pri-
vate, hut it can be stated it was a
good round sum, away up. in the fig-
ures. Dr. Dillon contt-mlplates erect-
ing either a handsome residence there
or business building, this having not
yet been fully derided on. He was
represented in the 'ell by his uncle,
Chief Surgeon D. G. Morrell, of the
Illinois Central Rai•road 'Hospital
until the destroyed department gets
into running shape again.
Former Pad ucahan.
;Mk. Thomas ). Flournoy, the MI211 -
A gar for the big cement factory at
Riosemart, Ga., arrived here yester-
day on business and will be in the
city for several days. His plant is
one of the largest' in the entire south
and, he has beers strperintenlding it for
one year. He has many business, in-
terests in this city that deman'i his
periodical return.
Converted Into Stable,
Harry Anderson, the colored hack-
man, is fixing up as a stable for his
business the frame building fortrierly
occuipied as the John V. Grief -black-
smith estabflishment, on Kentucky
avenue between Third and Fourth
streets, now owned. by Me. Ed D
Hannan. The blacksmith shop ten-
ants built on Washington between
Third and Fourth and Anderson now
takes their old stand, which he leased





Folitor Lorrtutits°r13roResivnagnlo.vs. , of the
News-Democrat, has resigned his po- The
sition, effective next Friday, when he
leaves for Nashville, Tenn., to take,
his old position on the Nashville'
American. He will probably be their'
Vtrasha n (D d t ITorso C) . correspon en
again. His place here will be taken by
Mr. Goodwin, who is at present con-
nected with the Aniecican in the edito-
rial room's Mr. Thomas Lovelace,
the city editor of-that paper, has re-
sigened and goes to St. Louis to em-
bark in the real estate and lumber
business, while the other city editor,
Mr. Sullivan, has resigned and cr-
owned to Illinois, his former home.
Miss Ora Leigh will shortly resign
her place on that publication and so
to Frairiefesre to reside with her broth-
er, 034. Ed 0. Leigh. the private sec-
retary to Gov. Beckham.
Several Offers.
Copt Joe Wlood litho resigned his
position on the police force, has sev-
eral nice offerer, but has not yet fully
decided vehich one to acres. He
made a Most ercellent officialk dis-
charged his duty well, and 'his de-
parture fr'orn the service is a loss to
the force.
Make Heading Shortly.
Homage, Blaine Kilgore, of the
cooperage works in MeEhanicstrurg,
stated yesterday tbist tie would be
making heading within t next three
weeks. The heading department was
berried two weeks ago, but the firm is
preparing to install treadbinery in the
ban-A department to melee their heed
ing, while the fatter departenero is
being rebuilt. Iferetot ore the beading
mill has been two blocks distant from
the barrel works, but now it will be
rebuilt beside the 'barrel building and
the temtoeury machinery used to$ turn










Every family has a list of fa-
vorite receipts upon which they
depend in case cf minor ail-
ments. We take pride in com-
pounding these home prescrip-
tions. They get the same care-
ful attention that we give to
all doctors' prescriptions.
Let us prepare your winter's
supply of these remedies now.
J. IL Oehischlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY ri
TELEPHONE 63.
Coroner's Jury Yesterday Morn-
ing Completely Exonerated
Young Johnson.
Yesteeday afternoon the remains of
i Pt-into Merritt were removed. from
the Mattil & E.finger establishment to
the home of Ms brother, who lives
' next door to the family refidence on
'South Eighth street. The parent., of
: the young man, Mr. and, Mks. Daniel
• Mervin, have beret in Hopkinsville.
bot are expected house this morning
at 5 o'clock, being satin:toned by "the
• sad message of the deplorable fate of•
!the boy. Until their arrival no fun-
1ea\l'eseeth4terdaey9 14mer-i4i italieriga"Canorg7ine,rChas.
'Crow conducted the inquest into thei
Ldeath of the Merritt boy and the jury
rreturned the falowing vercfict:
I "We, the jury, otey impaneled and
sworn to inquire into the cause of
death of Printo Myatt, now bib(
before ue dead, .find from the evi-
dence that he cone to' his death from
a fatal-shot woonct inflicted by the ac-
cidental discharge of a gun in the
hands of Lawrence Johnson. Wk do








Immediately upon the jurors exon-
erating she Johnson bcie he : -at
to his home at 905 Clafic trio . • re
he resides with his brother. Ile is
the son of Mr. B. F. Johnson, of the
Maxon's Milt neighborhood of the
county, and brother crf Editor Claude
Johnson, of the Labor Journal of this,
city.
The !ad was greatly affected by the
killing and immediately after the ver-
dict of the coroner's jury took the
gun which caused the death ated
smashed it to pieces on the city hall
corner. He had simply been detained
by the chief until the coroner's in-
quest returned, the v thi* being
customary in this c moat vase,.
.so official record couM b4
the accidental character of leo /tr.
The testimony at the inquest throve
ea facts as published yesterday morns
ing, that the boys were wedift g -
the 'lonely emintry roa •trehoirrn hunt WE ARE MEMBERS OF THElug when the gun went off wank
Johnson was toying to c-lose the bar-
rel. the charge striking Merritt, who
walking aOmg behind the other..was
Certificates Issued.
Areaterday morning County 'Elec-
tion Commissioners William Farley
and Lem IB. Ogilvie, finished' writ-
ing out the certificates. showing what
candidate-s were elected to the dif-
ferent offices Outing the eleetiem oil
last week. Commissioner Farley has
the certificates at his store in Mir-
ciraniceburg, where the victorions
aspirants can procure theirs by call-
ing. Nothing further developed in
'the count to change the reseilt an-




Is a very important feature of business
and social life.
A perfect time-keeper is a vital necessity
In business.
Yon will be prompt In attending your
social engagements if your watch is right.
Let us sell you a watch that will 
never
fail you.
Xmas Line on Display at
Wolff's Jewelry Store,









HAVE BEEN FAMOUS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD FOR MOD-
ELS OF EXCELLENCY AND GRACEFUL EFFECTS.
THERE IS ONE ESSENTIAL FEATURE OF THE TOILET
THAT NO WOMAN DARE SLIGHT—
THE FIT OF THE GOWN
THIS DEPENDS ENTIRELY ON THE SELECTION OF THE
CORSET
THIS SEASON'S MODELS EXCEL ALL PREVIOUS SUCCESSES
AND CONSTITUTE THE HIGHEST ACHIEVEMENT IN THE ART
OF CORSET MAKING.
WE SHALL BE PLEASED TO ANSWER INQUIRIES AND SUP-
PLY ANY INFORMATION THAT WILL ASSITS IN THE SELEC-
TION OF THE MODEL BEST SUITED TO EACH FIGURE.
STYLE M., PARIS SHAPE, FOUR HOOK, IS A VERY POPULAR
MODEL, WELL BONED ALL THE WAY THROUGH, STRAIGHT
FRONT, IN WHITE ONLY. PRICE Ifoco MADE OF SATEEN.
STYLE M., LONG MODEL, IS MADE SAME -AS ABOVE
MODEL. $1.00.
STYLE 125 IS A "HABIT HIP" HOSE SUPPORTER MODEL
FOR THE AVERAGE FIGURE, MADE OF BATISTE EXTENSION
HABIT HIP, FITTED WITH CUSHION BUTTON HOSE SUPPORT
ES, FRONT AND SIDE. PRICE Si oo
STYLE 136 IS SAME AS ABOVE MODEL, MADE OF CONTIL.
PRICE $1 oo
STYLE 156, A NEW POPULAR MODEL FOR SLENDER PETITE
FIGURES—LOW BUST AND HABIT HIP—FITTED WITH HOSE
SUPPORTERS FRONT AND SIDE MADE OF BATISTE. PRICE $oso.
STYLE ri2C, THE NEW SLIGHTLY HIGHER BUST MODEL,
LONG WAIST, DESIGNED FOR VERY TALL FIGURES, HAND-
SOMELY TRIMMED WITH LACE AND RAINBOW BOW. PRICE
.00.
STYLE 113. THE MOST POPULAR SHAPE IN THE LINE—
LONG HABIT HIP, MADE OF ENGLISH WEAVE. PRICE Sr on.
STYLE GRAND DUCHESS—HABIT HIP—OUR GREAT SPZIC-
IALTY FOR STOUT FIGURES, MADE EXTRA LONG, GIVING PER
FEC"I' SATISFACTION—SPECIAL BELT AROUND BOTTOM—
MOULDS ALL SURPLUS FLESH TO LINES OF BEAUTY. REG-
ULAR SIZES $1 oo EXTRA SIZES $1 23
THOMSON'S H. dby W. WAISTS.
FITTING AN UNDERBODY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN
THE FITTING OF A DRESS, ESPECIALLY FOR CHILDREN. WE
SHOW THE BEST STYLES MADE
STYLE 83 IS A PERFECTLY PLAIN WAIST FOR BOYS AND
GIRLS PRICE ac.
STYLE 63 IS MADE OF CAMBRICK, SHIRRED AND TRIM-
MED WITH EMBROIDERY—FOR GIRLS. PRICE 39c.
STYLE as IS CAMBRIC, SHIRRED WITH EMBROIDERY AND
RIBBON INSERTION. ECOR GIRL& PRICE 49e.
STYLE 23 WAIST 19 FOR BOYS. IT IS A VERY FINELY






407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
MADE ESCAPE
---
Three Men Tunnel Theft Way Out of
Jail at Benton.
. Yesterday afternoon about i 
o'c•ock
a t Beeson, three priecmcre dug their
'way out of the toteity jail and made
;thole escape, they being Hartle Phil-
flips. of •Martin, Tenn., Albert Babb,
of lievfield. and nitrify Hrosson, 
of
I
lderreifiall county, all its WWI serving
Thi410eed for selling iqtror 
at
Gi viite without a licenee,
, T iren cirt l a hole derso,12 
th‘
°
wooden floor of the jail, got into the
cellar and then tunneled through a
twelve-inch brick wail and escaped.
Murphy. who is serving time
.1.- otaers cos ^ offense,
.iiil not
iffied to betray las I 'aducali bonds-
men wilts are cm his bond to appear
before the federal court here next




































































































digest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing 0o.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
...1•••••••••Ir
SHOOTIST CAUGHT
HE HAD GONE TO WORK AT
PRINCETON YESTERDAY
MORNING.
Cliff Bidwell Arrested cen Malicious
Assault Charge—Hagine Is
Taken Charge Of.
Fred Crossland, the negro chergee
with shooting at John Williams, also
colored, night before lest, was cap-
tured yesterday at Princeton and
brought here last evening at 6:aci
o'clock by the sheriff of that Once.
He was hedged in jail and will he
arraigned before Judge Sanders this
toorning in the police court. •
IMbnekty night Williams and Crosse
land had. hnoting mach at esols
other, as a result of some words over
She sweetheart of the former, the in-
cident happening in a dowse ocetdded
by cohered peopie in tile eliee,befeindi
the public school house on North
Ninth, just beyond Trimble street
Neither man 'wag- hit. Williarr wag
arrested, but Crossland got ay. He
reacted Princeton yesterday morning
and inwnediately got a job with the
railroad there and was working when
arrested by the official& who had been
notified to keep a bookend for him
Bidwell Arrested.
Two years ago 'Heroes Matthews
and Cliff Bidwell, colored, got into
a fighe at Ninth and Boyd streets and
Matthews tut the other. He osped
and was caught at Cairo last week
and hiestedit hack here. Yesterday
inorning Sc was held to the grand
jury for (Kitting Bidwell and imme-
diately I fireweed *lidera isear seven-.
ed on the charge of maliciously as.
Matthews His trial comes
up this temerning
little Package Oa.
Mild Hagin. 4te, was arrested
yeeterd-ay afternoon by petectives
Minor( and Raker ott the charge of




CLAIMS HE WAS RBILIEVED
•OF NINE DOLLARS.
Lula Reed, Colored, Arrested on the
Charge of Being the Female irr
the Case—Is Identified.
Officer, Johnson and Rogers lam
evening arrested Lula Reed, colored,
and docked her up on the charge of
being implicated in the robbery of
Walter Vitughare white, the night be-
fore, while the hitter was passing on
Washington street between Third
and Fourth en route to leis home on
Third street near Washington. He
clainstihe wee relieved of $9 in cult
Vanglian conducts the vopourn and
peantst'estwial on the vacant plot of
grottata in ;tont of the residence build
ing occispied for office purpose, by
Dr. J. W. Pendley on Broadway be-
tweet Fourth and Fifth streets. Mon-
day night about the hour mentioned
elve had gone up Fourth street to
eia'a-shington, and rhen turned in to-
w ard% Third, etwoute borne. While in
r faint 0 fthe livery stable in the mid-
dle of the block. the building heing
wed by Undertakers Pinot & Nance
for their vehicles, be say* that a ne-
gro man approached him from the
front and asked for a match. Not
thinking anything wee up, Vaughan
felt for the mated but had 110 sooner
done so than the man grabbed him,
and while he was 'held the negren
came up from bellind and went
through his pocket* procuring what
oath he had on his person.
Vaughan identified the nearest; as
being the end who 'mot throegb hint
and gave the aretiverities a goad de-
eadoeiors of the man
Galvanised Rubber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or fiat roof or over
old shingle % requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
'agents.
5-A Horse Blankets are the best
Sold by Poweil-Rogers Co.
We have e'et to ser—yon vant
'em-5-A Plush Robes, $15o to Sao. Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,
Powell-Rogers Co. t cent each. Old 'phone 906-red.
e.‘ 1 1 I
4 "A Stitch in Time
Saves Nine"
Prepare for Cold Weather Now and
Avoid Doctors' Bills
Specials in Underwear and Hosiery
LADIES' UNION SUITS AT 25C, 50C, $1 oo AND $2.o.
LADIKS' VESTS AND PANTS AT 25C, 50C AND Si oo
CHILDREN'S UNION SUITS AT 25c, soc AND $1 oo
CHILDR4N'S RIBBED VESTS AND DRAWERS AT 25c
CHILDREN'S BLACK PANTS AT soc
BOYS' HEAVY VESTS AND RRAWERS AT 25C.
GENTS' HEAVY VESTS AND DRAWERS AT 50c.
GENTS' WRIGHT'S HEALTH UNDERWEAR AT Si oo.
LADIES FLEECED COTTON HOSE AT T5c, ac AND Si.00.
LADIES' WOOL HOSE AT 25c AND soc.
CHILDREN'S WOOL HOSE AT.s5c
BOYS' EXTRA HEAVY HOSE AT 15c AND 25c.
Ladies' and Child"en's Cloaks
QUA! TTY AND STYLE THE THE SUPREME FEATURES OF OUR
CLOAKS EACH GARMENT REPRESENTS EXTREME PER-
FECTION IN DESIGNING AND MAKING AND THE RANGE IS
SUCH THAT. ALL TASTES CAN BE GRATMED!
Ladies' Fair Lined COLO' S2e.00 to Aao.00.
Ledies' Silk Coats at $25.00 to $35.00.
Ladind Cloth Coats at $5.00 to too°.
Chftdrerds Cloaks, a big assortment, fatio to
Ogilvie
rf) re1
Agents for Butterick Patterns.
0.
SPRING CARNIVAL
ELECTION OF OFFICERS HELD
LAST NIGHT BY ASSO-
CIATION.
It Is More Than Probable That They
Will Select Their Attractions
Separately.
WITH UNCLE SAM
THE UNITED STATES COURT
WILL START HERE NEXT
MONDAY.
Judge Evans Comes Sunday to Con-
vene Session Which May I..zst
Three Days—Court Docket.
Last evening a meeting was held by
the Paducah Carnival Association
that gives the festiva4ach spring,
and the annual elect' esf officers
mid, with the result that the fo&dow-
ilig chosen: L. A. Lagomaridirot
pendent; A. W. Grief, vice presi-
dent; Rodney C. Davis, secretary and
treasurer, while the baard of &me-
ters are Dick Davis, dilhirman; L. A.
Lagennarsino, Jeff J Read, Charles
Waille -and Rodney C Davis.
The association its now gradually
making its arvangensents for the en-;
tertaigneent to be given next year,
but %be date has not been fully de-
cided *pop.. It will be some time in
the swing, as that is the seaston the
body hos always given their festivals
heretofore for the paid few years.
The executive committee was in-
structed to go ahead and make all
the necessary preparations for the
next affair, and looking towards this
end President Lagomarsino reported
to the balance of the officials fast
night that he liad received a commu-
nication from Mr. J. C. Williams, of
Ooney Island. in reference to the eek
brated fire fighter,' show Which that
gentleman is managing over the
ceuntry rhie year, and also next 'sea-
son. :air. Williams wants to make a
contract for the appearance of his
feature here during the next spring
carnival, and negotiations will be
opened up with him. It takes four
cars to haul his men and effects and
probabiaties are they evill be brought
to *his city.
The association fee next year is In-
clined to pick their attractions Yi-
arately and not enter into a dantfW•
with some carnival company to skip-,
ply the entire outfit. They believe
they can do better in this manner, as
by it they have the pick and choice
of whatever good that comeserlong.
and van amain a first-class combine-
teen of shows. They have not fully
made up their mind in this respect.
however, inn it is generally cciroeded
that this is what they will do.
Another thing decided upon by the
promoters is that the German Village
will not he given next spring in cora
nection with die carnival, but some-
thing as good stubetatuted. The vil-
lages have always been features of
the entertainments 'heretofore. but
the American Inn of the traveling
men's festival proved such a big em-
cees several weeks ago, that the
spring carnival people will substitute
for the village eirimething that will 'en
tardy fill the bill and do away with






Kevil Concern Composed of Secret
Lodges Lost Its Suit Against
Jackson Foundry.
Next Motxby at the postoffice here,
there will be convened by Judge Ev-
ans, of Louisville, the Ida term of tire
Unhea States court that will be in
session about two, and probably three
days The judge will arrive next
Sunday evening, accompanied by the
United States marshal, district attor-
ney and other county officials.
The d eket for the term shows the
followirg eharges and action, up lot
dispoed:
in the court of appeals at Frank-
fort, Ky., yesterday tribunal af-
firmed the lower courtaRdecision in
the %mit of the Fraternal Construc-
tion company against the Jackson
ladteic yard Machine company. The
action went up from city.
The conetruction co ray is corn-
poses? 01 -secret lodges at Kevile
down on the new Caho division o
the Illinois; Central railroad. The,
eoneerr erected a lodge building ee
}eel-et.; and, got from the Jacksoll.
foundry of this city, the iron pillars
and other similar material used in
constructing the building. One day
after the tedkling was completed "a
cyclone 'came Aline and blew same
down. The conetraction company
then sued the Paducah foondry for
several thousand dollars damages, cm
The ground that the wired was It
what deowned the building, but fiat
the iron pillars Jack-son gold 'then,
Civil Docket
Zachary T. Gatlin vs. Geo. B. Gil-
bert and 1-brenry J. Arena,
T. M•Franklirs, administrator of J.
M. Franklin, deceased, vs. Dr. R. N.
Whitehead.
Chas, L. Sexton's administrator, vs.
I. C. R. R. Co. and Robt. Downs.
H. M. Rose, administrator Richard
White, deceased, ve. C., St. L. & N.
0. R. R. Co., I. C. R. R. Co and
Bates dr Rogers Construction com-
pany.
Wm. Dudley vs. I. C. R. R. Co.
and Calvin Mitchell.
New Cases.
Elden Stone, by next friend, Sam
Stone, vs. City of Paducah.
Dennis Rowlett, by his mother and
ado friend, Ann Rawktt, vs. City
of Paducah.
The F. W. Cook Brewing com-
pany re. Henry Tyber, Dick Tyke,
Dr James Hubbard and others
Charles Klitter vs. Gty of Paducah.
Criminal Docket.
Sam Sweeney, M. G. Cope. H. B.
'Duncan. tawlo Murphy. Arthur Saw-
yers. H. B. Duncan, et al., Grant
Clark, W. H. Traylor and Walter
Greer, B M. Aline ff. Friedman.
doing business as hi. Laeviton &
Co.
Admiralty Docket.
Fowler-Wolfe Sheet hretal weeks.
et at, vs. steamer Chattanooga, etc.
Green River Coal company, et al.,
vs. steamer City of Idaho.
Frank Tardy, et al., vs. steamer Lo-
tus.
L. J. Petter vs. steamer Charleston
settled.
The Eaton Lumber company vs
steamer Charleston, and 32 other
cases against same defendant.
,aoti ••;• deciad col-
alpsed without any aenistaned from
the strong gale lilowine daring the cy
Its the local circuit court the!
construction &oniony lost lot suit
againet the foundry people, but plaint
tiffs appealed to the appeUate bent:del
which now affirms the ?deer coati
and exonerates the Patincah foundry
of the ehstriee of iselling• weelc Wei
non-durable iros piltart.
CITY TAX NOTICE.
CITY TAXPAYERS ARE HERE-
BY REMINDED THAT THE
LAST HALF OF THEIR CITY
TAXES ARE DUE SINCE NO-
VEMBER THE FIRST. AFTER
DECEMBER THE FIRST TEN
PER CENT WILL BE ADDED TO
ALL UNPAID BILLS. WE DE-
SIRE TO GIVE EVERYONE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE
THIS PENALTY. KINDLY CALL
AT THE CITY TREASURER'S
OFFICE, CITY HALL, AND SET-
TLE, SOON AS POSSIBLE, AND
THUS AVOID THE DISCOM-
FORT AND DELAY SO UN-
PLEASANT TO ALL IN THE







THE ONLY SALOON IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
THAT HANDLES ONE (I) BRAND OF WHISKY,
The Celebrated Willow Springs, Coon
Hollow, Nelson Co., Ky.,
BOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
THE ONLY GUARANTEE THAT THE POOR MAN HAS EQUAL
TO THE RICH MAN, BECAUSE UNCLE SAM PUTS THE U. S. A.
STAMP OVER THE NECK OF EVERY BOTTLE. I ITAVE NOTH-
ING IN BULK, IN BARRELS OR JUGS TO REFILL THESE BOT-
TLES, THEREFORE EVERY BOTTLE THAT IS EMPTIED, THE 
STAMPAS WELL AS THE LABEL IS SCRATCHED BEFORE AN-
OTHER BOTTLE IS OPENED; THUS WE OPEN A FRESH BOT-
TLE EVERY TWENTY (ao) MINUTES.
REMEMBER THAT MY PRICES FOR PURE WHISKY (GUAR-
ANTEED BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA-
10c Per Drink, $1 Per Quart,
50c Per Pint, 25c Per Half Pint
FOR THE SAME AS YOU WOULD PAY FOR ARTIFICIAL COM-
POUNDED OR RECTIFIED WHISKY; WHY DRINK THE POISON-
OUS STUFF WHEN YOU CAN GET PURITY AT THE
WHITE DEER
REMEMBER EVERYTHING IN MY HOUSE IS UNION, MY FUR-
NITURE IS MADE BY UNION WORKMEN; MY WHISKY IS
MADE BY THE UNION; ALL MY CIGARS ARE UNION MADE—
FROM 50 to 15( -STRAIGHT; ALL MY BOTTLED AND-
DRAUGHED BEER BEARS THE UNION LABEL; ALL MY SO-
DAS, GINGER ALE, SELTZERS AND COKE ARE UNION MADE;MY ASSISTANT IS A UNION BARKEEPER; MY PORTERS ARE
UNION AND THE UNION LABEL HANGS OVER THE BAR.
THE PROPRIETOR BELONGS TO THE GRANDEST UNION
IN THE WORLD, THE UNION OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, THE GRANDEST UNION OF THE WORLD.
GOD BLESS HER , YOURS.
DON GILBERTO
AILING PEOPLE.
Leo Brochitt Loses Thumb on Ac-
of an Injury—Others
On the List. Capsules
Leo Brochitt was playing with Wi'-
ie O'Brien at the latteds home d
Hays avenue, in Mechanicsburg, edien
the O'Brien boy accidentally • dis-
charged a 22-calibre rifle and sent a
bullet into the other's thumb, sehkelt
will have eN be amputated as a result.
Doctors yesterday morning remove)
a tumor from the face of Mary, the
littae daughter af J. W. Radford, of
648 South Twelfth street.
Yesterday morning a piece of tim-
ber fell from a lumber pile 'at the
I:creation-Palmier mill on South Third
street and struck ,the head of Geo.
Biondeurant, creating a painfal scalp
wound.
?dr. J. S. Ptiester, of ehe Jake
riediertnan grocery company of Sev-
enth street, was taken quite ill yes-
terday morning and it is believed he
has pneumonia. Hie wee nieveide to his
home at tit South Seventh street.
Family Reunion.
Medere. Fred, James and Richard
Rudy returned yesterday from Casey-
vine, Ky., where Monday they attend-
ed a reunion of their family in the
home of their mother. Al were there
!and it was a joyous °erasion, it beingthe first time all were together at the
same time for many years.
Bacon's Malarial
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
dAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-







7th• Jaeksoo So. phone sr• Clay Sts., phone 3S.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKI Y 140 PER
FECT HEALTH.





• They are the Kind that
weai well and Always Rics)
Look Neat And Dressy.
uu.t iuuta Attr. ALWAYS;REASuiiABLE, -
Lendler & Lydon,
309 BROADWAY
















uNIFORMLY good taste is the infallible sign of ,well-brewed beer!
It demonstrates the use of the very best Barley-
highest grade Bohemian Hops, special culture
and thoroughly filtered Water.. The best
beer is ,
...-4- ...... .... ..,..ir. -4.-„ • ,.4„=:::-;.
. ---0-3,--------  U '''.1'. .':-:'-'. iser .,- ^ ----„, 7 fr.' --r V'.... ,.. ___...._- . "King .4;; Beers"
• ..•' Cir.
1‘ It always tastes the same.
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
lip.,... • - 
St. Louts, U. S. A.
Orders Promptly Filled by
-.... , _
B. C. Loeblein, Mgr. Aahatoser-anac.h Branch, Paducah, Ky.




HON. JAMES QUINN SELECTED
FOR THAT PLACE IN NEW
YORK.
Election Commissioners for This
County Have Finished Writ-
ing Out Certificates.
One of the successful candidates for
• the state senate of New York during
the recent eketion, was Hon James
%Quinn, of New York city, who is a
cousin of General Agent John T. Don-
ovan, of the ,Central railroad
in this city. where the attorney vis-
ited several years ago, and is well
remembered by his many friend..
He ire elected to the state senate
from one of the city districts of New
York, being on the Tammany side of
' the ticket. He is one of the great-
est lawyers of the metropolis and is
particularly remembered here by the
Elk*, as during his visit he delivered
'an address one night to the members,




Claim in France They Are Not Al-
lowed Liberty of Speech.
Paris, Nov. 14.—The union of the
government employes of the arsenals
-and dockyards at Toulon, Brest and
other naval theadquarters has oniered
a general strike. beginning today.
Tis threatens to seriously interrupt
the naval ccnistruction program Mil-
itary forces are being concentrated
it preserve order at ports.
The strikers cisim that liberty of
speech is denied therm by the dismiss-
al of workmen who criticise die naval
adminietration The Federation of
merriment Employes has issued an
appeal to the ernpkrnes of the post
and telegraph de-part:sent, the mint.
military arsenals and tobacco and
match and other state industries to
give their moral support to the naval
strikers.
NASHVILLE MAN ARRItSTED.
'Charged by Young Lady With Tak-
ing Money From Her Purse.
Pitteburg, I'a., Nov. 14 —Middle-
tnn Roe, aged 24 who hails from
N.. Nashville, Tenn., its in jail on the
charge of larceny preferred by Miss
'Grace Bell, who alleges Roe stole $32
foam her. The couple visited a local
theater Monday night and the young
woman" says ,he gave Roe her purse
te hold for her. She says Roe went
out after the first act "lb ere a
He returned, but left again after the
third act, handing her the puree. She
opened it and found it empty. Roe
v.•as arrested yesterday on Sixth ave-
nue and committed to jai/ in default
-oi Iwo bail. Beyond the fact that be
hails from Nashville 'and claim', to be




E. B. Lewis Was As Well the Old-
est Odd Fellow in Kentucky.
Comington. Ky.. Nbv. 14.—F. 13.
Lewis, aged eighty-six, said to be the
oldest Mason and Odd Fellow in Ken
Sticky, died at his home on Russell
'avenue. of senility. He had made
preparations to celebrate his births
day next Saturday. beivis was one
of the moat widely known pioneers
ir Covington. For fifty years ha was
a deacon of the Fifth street Chris-
tian church He was a charter
her of three Covington bare
was a member of two Of them f
exty years. He leaves a widow and
two daughters. •
Marconi dishes the Word "Mar-
sconigram" for wireles messages.
SUNFLOWER PHILOSOPHY,
(Alchinson, Kapsas Globe.)
It is because in a ma: s tioniesty.
If a man -marries for money lo
earns every penny he gets.
Things arc this way all throggh
life—the Czar wonted a Czarowitch
to leave his crown to; now he has
the Czarowitz and no crown.
When an Atchison widow, %shove
huthand 'Las been dead only a Short
time, 'stays the piano, she plays only
on the black keys.
Who invented the notion that a
lot of green stuff, which the men be-
is weeds, looks good stuck
around the meat at dinner??
When there is a death in the fam-
ily of a pool man the chileknn are
taken to the funeral and find their
first compensation in riding in the
hack.
It is true marriage is an uncertain-
ty. One out never tell if the bride's
fattier will have to support the groom
or if the groom M have to support
the bride's father.
The man who spends a lot of time
caliing on the girls is not necessarily
looking, for a wife. Perhaps he is
only widow Shopping
Lady.Wyndham-Qtain, the daughter
of WM' Duneaven, is among the prac-
tical hOrticulturiets of tie peeraw and
owe a wonderful violet farm.
-AU the mills on the Penobscot, and
Ithrotrists.-stst Manse, ere savring spruce
lumber at top capavity, and the lum-
ber is being rushed away, as fast an
vessels can he chartered to carry it.
There never was such a demand for
lernber of this kind.
Money in Timber Lands.
Fortunes have been made and can
easily be made today by baying Ar-
kansas rich liver bottom hods, heav-
ily covered with timber, at snominal
price, holding the land ar a few years
and then selling the timber at twice
the price the land and timber both
cost and then have the land cleated
and sell it for five times the original
porcha.se price and sometimes ten
times the cost. We have a proposi-
tion of this kind in nboo acres of
land in Arkainsos at only $3.50 per
acre. Ofte-third cash, balance t and 1
years, at 6 per cent. This land when
el ear will rent for $5.00 per acre per
year. Full particulars on request.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE REAL
ESTATE AGENCY.
Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
Japasiene form so consick-rabte a
part of the population of Seattle that
the government finds, it convenient to
establish a special postoffice for them,






mas. Start an ac-
count today and
watch it grow.









'FRISCO NOW DOWN THAT
WAY.
On His Return He Will Riceive the
DECIDED TO MOVE
COUNTY CLERK GRAHAM HAS
FINALLY MADE UP HIS
MIND.
Schedule To Be Filed Today for the
Y. M. C. A.—No Marriage Li-
censes Issued for Nearly Week.
County Clerk 'Charles Graham has
fully decided to trove to Kevil, Bal-
lard county, after the frrst of neet
year, and niter the general meeclpii-
dise business. 1-be has moved from
his home on West Broadway, to
'North Eighth, between Jefferson and
Monroe streets, and immediately after
going out will prepare to move.
Be Filed Today.
I Today there will be filed the sche's,
tale of liabilities and assets for the
defunct Young Mlen's Chrietian as-
sociation, sshich nrade an assignment
, last week, and lodged the docunsents
for record, naming Marry ttiles as
'the assignee. The law requires that
the schedule be filed in five days and
today is the expiration of the tine
limit.
No Wedding License.
mardfige licensee have been
'bed at the county clerk's office for
nearly an entire week and it looks
as if business is unusually dull in
this line. This is the longest period
things have sun without a license be-
ing issued for many menthe.
Mrs. Caroline M. Severence, organ-
izer of the first wonvan's club in. the
United States, lives in Los Angeles,
Cal.. at the age of 85. In 1860 she or-
ganized the New England elub of
Padueahans and Inform Them BostonLand was president for three
What Was Done. years.
Word from President Davidson of
the 'Frisco railroad is that he has
gone to Texas, and he cannot re-
ceive the Padocalrans until he returns
from that state to hie headquarters
in St. Louis. .Fle will be wen aibout
what the board of directors of his
system did about coming into this
city from their present terminus at
"one, Ill.
President Davidson and other of-
ficial heads of that great road were
here several weeks ago, looking over
Paducah, and promised to lay before
the meeting of the board of direc-
tors, the question of building up here
from Jcippas where the line now stops
After inspecting Paducah the presi-
dent and his partyt went to Ntlir York
to attend be assembly of directors.
and now they have returned to St.
Dons, but Mr. Davidson went on to
Texas on important business •
lie has informed Packicahans that
he will be back some time next week
to meet them at the Future Great
and acquaint the local parties with
what decision was nude by the board
of directors.
It is also claimod that the 'Frisco
is trying to leave the N., C. & St L.
railroad. running from this city to
Nashville and Win:spins, so as to in,
this manner effect an entrance 'into
those cities Her object is to build
up to here from the present terminus
at Joppa and then go over the N.. C.
& St. L. to both the Tennessee cities.
IN HUMOROUS VEIN.
"Now that our engagement's off,
Mr. Jones, here's the ring." You
may keep it on one condition, Miss
Smith." "What'll that?" "That you
keep op the payments on it."
"In what sort of meter is Scribbler's
poem writtenr "Gas meter." "Gas
meter? What the— " "Sc, many un-
necessary feet you know."—Cleveland
Leader.
"Is it customary to tip, the waiter
in this place?" "Why—ah—yes, sir."
"Than hand me a tip. I've waited
three-quarters of an hour for that
steak I ordered."—Clevkand Leader.
ABOUT PEOPLE.
Tiie famous theologian and higher
critic, Professor Adolf Hartmck, has
been appointed librarian of the Royal
Library in 'Berlin.
The we4I-known •nissionery author-
ity Rev. Harlan P. Bench, has been
elected professor of theory and prac-
tice of nwseions at Yak Divinity
school, the first profersorship of ifs
k:nd to be created in America.
Amon Phelps Stokes, Jr., Secretary
of Yale university, has gone on an ex
kneed European trip, not returning
to this cannery !adore July. At both
Dentin and Oxfoid universities he will
attend /enures, studying the educa-
tional systems.
Curtis Guilda Jr., who has been
elected governor of
a man of many ac and
should be have turned his afteneson to
musk be could have become noted in
the musical world. He is also remark-
alaiy clever as an actor and has won
no end of applause in else many ama-
teur productions in which he has
taken part.
A distinguished traveler vouchee for
the statement that President Priofirso
Diaz of Mexico is the Westend double
of the Grand Duke Vladimir of RU's-
silt. And he also wane that aside from
their marked resemblance in figure
and feature the autocratic uncle of the
czar and the great president of Amer-
ica's central republic are very much
alike in character and posit:on.
Led by Mrs. Roosevelt, the wives of
IC.abienet officer, have decided to cairn
i
the standard of the culinary set in
Washington. With this end in view
cooking schools will be conducted in
private homes for bogy women in
official life, so that, as in days of, rove,
hoseesets may have the pleasure of
, preparing with their •
ovrn hands
!dishes for their guests. Mrs. Roose-
if-lt, Mrs. Shaw iand Mrs. Root are
well verged in drnneitic )ore and will
do thew best to save some of tie
nation's notables from dyypepsia.
Lady St. Helier since the death of
her husband, Sir Francis Jemee, the
famous divorce judge, has led a re-
tired life. Once one of the greatest
of society leaders, she now spends her
time in charitable and philanthropic
work.
When I Went to See College Football
I've been in railroad accidents where many lives were lost
And seen bad smashups on thi. trolley ewe;
I've witnessed cowboys etiai(ting scrapes where11170 one counts the cost,
And seen men killed in feuds and in racial wars.
I thought my nerve, were hardened to the sight of blood and strife,
(Who in my place, would not av.e thought the same?)
But, bless MC, if I didn't faint---the first, time in my life—
When I went to the college football game.
I've seen ince sexecuted by the rope and guillotine,
A maddened butt impale a matador,
And terrible explosions of nitrd-glycerine—
But never in my wanderings, before,
Has anything upset me like that rush toward the goal—
Beside which all the other things are tarne--
Upon old Ylakvards campus. Alit it terrified my soul
When I went to the 'college football game.
I've often watched the surgeons do a vivisection act
Without the nervous batting of an eyes
And deemed myself familiar with the decalogue, in fact,
Of Ill the human horrors 'math the sky,
Alas! I was an istrrateur—until the othee day.
I did not guess the ways to kill and maim
That wiener 'had made possible—not till I 31w the play.
' When I went to the college football game.
LOUIS y. STELL.MANN
c" Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If ycur plumbing is out\•N of daze, the members of your
s' l household are constandy risIting il,--i.•,
i health. Defective r i,:urnb:g nenersna
germ-bearing sewer tool Wisk4 pOLL '':
the atmosphere and canr.4t help but be
breathed by the occupants.
s-., 1 
' % Let us examine the condition of your,...::,\I .41./.' k.);ks. plunt'sing, correct defective piping and
:j 
;1 1 install the best sanitary Est•-.res MP '.'.
namely Vial•davir Baths and,One-piece Lavatories. Our i2u.stssz..1
t;11.1
booklet "Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application. ,




Do you want a first class job by an
expert Iworkman? If you do take
It to
John 1. Bleich, leweler.




Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Pine 133. • 52a Broadway.
TRE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padumh, Kentuckily.
Capital and Surplus; $158,csoo
ED P. NOBLE, PRE& G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Tramsets a regular banldng bosinasa. iloacits your deposits. Pays 4
par cent pee annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety beam in firs
proof malt for rent at $3 to $zo per year as to else. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS nil WHITENESU does not ha-
Come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORK ABOUT IT : : :
John-S. Porteois Marble, Granite & Stone Works
BOLE AGENT, z6o9 TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now *nen under e: Raw
mougement. for guests at. the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best5 accommodations at:reasonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
Alantiiing Freight, Machinery 2ndland Montage
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones/lig
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Bailer-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone ". - - Resideuce Phone 726


















































































































































NOT TO BE KNOWN FOR SOME
DAY(S HOW JURY DECIDED.
There Was Dismissed the Petition for
Rehearing of Suit of Lena Maud




Min Who Brave Death forSocial Honors.
In the midst of one of the most brilliant social func-
tions of the season, a noted society woman started
suddenly from her chair with a scream of agony and
fell insensible to the floor.
A few hours later the distinguished physician told
her anxious husband that she was suffering from an
acute case of nervous prostration brought on
by female trouble, and hinted at an
operation. Fortunately a







The result Was that she
escaped the surgeon's knife
and to-day is a well woman.
The derangement of the delicate female organism sets every nerve In
the body quivering with pain. Headaches, backaches, torturing bearing
down pains and dragging sensations make women nervous and hysterical.
Dame MRAL Noma : — I was troubled for eight yeare.with irregularities which broke
down my system and brought on extreme nervousness and hysteria. I could neither
enjoy my masts awake', nights. became easily irritated and errvous and very despond-
ent. Lydia R. Plans Vegetable Compound proved to be the only medicine which
helped me. After taking the third bottle, my general health began to improve. At the
and of the fifth thoodi I was well and could attend to my household and social duties and
enjoy life. Mae Cliasout CURRY, 42 Saratoga Street, East Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Curry, whose portrait appears on the right, is the leader of
the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra. The following letter is from Miss
Goode, President of the Bryn Mawr Lawn Tennis Club of Chicago:
Data Mu. Puntliam 1-4 Mod mealy dtfferent remedies to try to build up my system,
which had become run dowa fret* loss of proper rest and unomenenable boars, but
floating seemed to help me. Mother le a,great advocate of Lydia Plakharn's Vegetable
Cosapoussi ter haasis troshiss. havhig used it hereon 'tuna years ago with great suo-
cess. So began to take it. and In less than a month was able to be out of bed and
out of doers, sad Is ;bras assoiss I was entirely erell. Really I have Dever felt so strong
and well as I have linos. Moo COSA 
(WW1..
366 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago, lit
MTS. Pinkham's advice is free to 4/11. Her address is Lynn. Mass.
Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegctabk Compound Cures Where Others Fill
IN NO DANGER
AMERICANS ARE SAFE IN RUS-
SIA SAYS AMBASSADOR
MEYER
Therefore elio Vessel Will Be Sent
To Neighborieg Waters To Pro-
tect Interests.
Washington, Nov. lie—Ambassadors
Meyer, echo is in Washiagton to take
final insteuctiolte. from the state .de-
pertment before returning 'to be post
a't St. Potersburg, ha, informed the
officials that in 'his opinion there is no
danger of injury to A'm'ericas,.
,kmorican interests in St. Petensburg
at the prevent moment, Some tiar
ago, when thee situation at the Rus-
sian capital seemed critical, the navy
department at the instance of the
state department, contemplated' dis-
patching-the cruiser elinneapo!is from
the Meditervanean to Cronstadt to
be within reach of the American em-
bassy in ca-se of uncontrollable riot-
ing, and to serve as a refuge foe any
American who might be in St. Pet-
ersburg and in need of protection. It
was seen. ,jeowever. that there Might
be difficulty in getting permission to
pass the Russian fortifications and-as
the crisis appeare dto disappear the or
tiers were never issued and the Min-
neapolis, is now on her way from
Lisbon to Cherbourgg.
WISE SAYINGS.
Bodily vigor is good, and vigor of
irtellect is even better, but far above
both is char ac te r—Roosevei t.
Not in the clamor- of. the crowded
Street,
But in ourealvee are triumph and
defeat.
—Longfellow.
'Tis not what man does which ex-
alts 'him, but what man, would do.—
Robert Broweing.
'One 'might as well expect to thrive
phyincally while his portion of food
being eaten by others as to expect
merited development and not do his
own thinking.—N. C. Norse,
eket inail you make men self-re-
liant, intelligent and fond of struggle
—fonder of struggle than of help—




Through. metes* a rebellion be- or mare, than for their opponents.
came a revolution in Breathitt county The accounts in The Herald by a
Toeaday. It was a peaceful revoke staff correipondent whom we seat to
tl°6 fee benwelert Those who Jackson Monday are a vivid descrip- I.osisville, did the machine seem to
it Were propared either for peace or:It:on of that difficulty. The history of have firmer grasp on the offices titan
for war, an4 for that reason had •Breathitt county for the past four die the Haritntes on the in
Peatia• *35. a surprise to us. We surpasses in intare:t and in Breathitt county.. But it is impossible
did out believe it was posstbk for the
Folios ticket to thiost the en-axed
Democratic ticket of which Ledge
James Hargis was the head. We
Mew that the majority of the people
of Breathitt county were opposed to
the liargis ticket; that if Ore
free, fair, honest vote that ticket
would be overwhelmingly 'defeated.
We knew the majority of the people
of Breallfitt county we're
herdovinet honest citizens and that
ar *hey 41 
et 
the chance to extra*
their preference at the polls they
would note fot men who repetsented
then desires. But with Hargis and
Callahari baying controt of the elec-
tion conernission we feared that ;heft
wonad .'ed in stealienr iitotfgh
votes to continue their rule.
The revolt against them was. how-
ever, led by stile, fearieve men, who
determined to have a fair vote and
to have pester in Breathitt county.
even if they had to fight der it. Prep-
arations were made for war that there
might be peace, and early in the
morning in an altercation between
Judge Hargie and Jteige-elct Taulbee,
years
tragic occurrences that of any county
lii which we know.
The election foe,- years. ago was
Stolen. The men who have held of-
fices for the last four years were not
the choice od a majority of the people.
Under the influences of the wave of
corrupt politics' winch swept over
Kentucky the theft of those offices
was excused if not justified by thou-
sand', of Democrats. Judge Hargis
ons elected a member of the Demo-
cratic State Central Committee. Using
the power of that position for his
own put-post., he bent to hit will. the
Dernbcratie organization and easOup-
on the Democratic party of the state
the odium of being his sponsor.
Sued for damages by the widow of
man who had been aesiosinated on
the streets of Jackson, he employed
as his counsel the chairman of the
Dernocrstic state central committee.
His adherents boaeted openly that
they controlled the pardoning power
it was made plain to Hargis and his is Itti, opposed the machine were as-
fotkewers that if trouble came it sassirated ; men who dared rai. e their
(Lexingten-ff treed.) wou41, be trouble for them as much, ooke in protest against it wl.re dpi-en
from the county; the courts seemed
subservient to its commands; in no
community, not even in shameleis
for any machine in Anne-Ica to con-
tinue to rule either by corrupt ballot
or the assassin's bullet against the
will of the people. Qteictly, almost
secretly, some of the determined men
of Breathitt county began the organ-
ization of a Fusion ticket, and induced
some of the .best men in the moun-
tain. to run on that ticket. Quietly
almost secretly, they committed" with
thore who are familiar with practi-
cal politics as it is 1i/eyed by desper-
ate men. Their *organization perfect-
ed, they entered the fight determined
that there should be a- fait !election in
that county, and the result is that the
Hargis regime is over and the power
of •hiseorganization broken. No king-
er can he claim to represent the 5tatc
administrotion; no longer can his ad-
herents boast that they control the
pardoning power; no longer can he
and Callahan prostitute the offices of
county judge and sheriff for the pree-
lection cd assassins and the persecu-
ef the state. These were facts whieh tion of their enemies.
gave apparent credence to that boast.1 More important to Kentucky than
The people of Breathitt county any election in any city, unless pose
seemed to be without relief. Men sibly it be the election in Louisville,
is the result in Breathitt county.
Tbo.e who have won the victorythis ekath. jUdtge CalTlckell WW1 SC- 
sp
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lected :re ecial judge to try 
the1V7TITTEMORE, 
there deserve, and will receive, the
proceedings; on the regular Judge W.
M. Reed, refusing to try it. Mr;*Cateip-
bele refused, and now yesterday word
was received here that badge Bush
had been chosen and accepted He
is the eminent jurist who ag special
Judge, tried' the proceeding loot year.
Wherein the City National hank and
Sam B. Mighes tried to oust W. B.
McPherson from the Fourth and
Broadway boikWreg, that betonge to
the frank, but occupied by the dreg-
. gist, who Wen the contention.
Yesterday in the circuit court the
in the Interstate Life A.seur-
os society case, returned a sealed
ver iet, which will not be opened' un-
til word .front Indianapolis, Ind., is
received, that being :headquarters for
the society. It cannot be told un-
til then what is inside the seeded
envelope.
Theo- a law on the books of Ken
Iticky stating any insurence company
shall be fined Sem) for rebating any
part of premiums to policyholders.
wealth Attorney John G.
Lo t, of thrie judicial district fikd
snit pgainst the Interstate company,
they rebated. The action
veirshiven the jury last Saturday and
they ;have not yet been abk to reach
a ;verdict. ,Anthough the common-
wealth filed suit against the insur-
ance ecnispany, still this proceeding
is in the nature of a criminal or pen-
al action,' therefore the entire jury
of twelve have to decide one way,
else be discharged as a "hung jury,"
and the matter continued over until
n*xt court. In civil suits nine of
the juices deciding one way can tear:
der * verdict that stands. These
twelve men having this proceeding
yeeterday infermed Judge Reed that
the full number were not of the, same
opinion, but that over nine faypred a
pertain verdict, whiob they did not ex-
Pose to the judge. it seeming to be
impossible to get the minority of the
jury merle with the majority, Com-
monwealth Attorney Lovett, ,and
County Attorney Eugene Gratel yes-
terday agreed to accept a verdict,
signed by nine of the men. The la-
cel attorneys, for the insuraneo so-
ciety did tint feed authorized to en-
ter this compact, without cenfereing
with the insnrance company's fiesta
quarters at Indianapolis. The jury
then retortion a seviniot is a saSisit
enveiciper, with *here attacked nine or
more telnies. Now, if ward comes
back Indianapolis that this vet-
diet lr there attached the names
signed. he satisfecteery to the insur-
ance aulhorities and they will consid-
er it *deg iho airrelope • soil! be
torn open alld Plaigieseet read. It is
not known whether same is in favor
of the donsimortwealth or for the in-
Uterance people If the later win not
agree din tire nil'e or more verdict is
binding 
the, envelope and comfit!"
t
will he etiurned, the jury finely (fss-
missed IL nsung," and proceeding con-
firmed anti3 the next *eon.
Judge Reed granted 011ie Ytaftfiltias
a dierefer from her husband, Jame.
Vlaheileses, -and (he was reetored to
her rrohlen name cif OWie Ruggles. •
There was desimased the motion
for a• re-hearing of the snit of Lena
Maud Riat sigainot the Illinois Cen-
• toil railroad., The girl was injured
with the balance of the picnic party
•that gilt caught three years wry on
•the Central trestle near Dais
m)n, while 'they were tip shore at-
-tending the mitered employes' pic-
nic. On trial of the suit she lost In
Send of another one of the suite filed
"byka niernber of the iniered party, the
lawyers. for thlirPfint eritl claim they
&Win-reed new evidence. and asked
the court for s new trial. het the
gnaw was =mallet% jt being based
.ort The atleged new evidence.
In the proceeding of M. M. Corneal
',nitro Joseph Relies, the s'heriff
-was ordered to sell some •attached
corn end other material, to prevent
same horn rottening and npolling.
••••••=•••••••••
Special Judge Chosen.
Tudge Charles Butte Hive-ice-
Nile, ;has been choice special jude e
to try here the Suit Where jOsep;i'l
Smith tries to have set add* a deed
in which lie transferred his interest
in certain property to his father, the
late Captain Jarrtes R. Smith, before
••••••••=1.0.4k
Sworn into Office.
Itleeph A. Miller, the new eircei
wa- yesterday administered the
oath for this office, *TO tool° chstge
imtmediately. The °MA 'WR.9 adlY11111S-
tiered to by Justice tease Yonne-.
who is mfge
ing the Ligh







7 thanks of the honest citizenry ofe.















The international Italian "King
Humbert price" of 2,5oo francs for the
most iiireontant contribution of ortho-
pedic sergery ha, been avrented tes
Dr. Oscar Culpine, of Heidelberg.
Moe Gertrude Macey, the painter of
neirriaturee, has received twelve com-
missioner from the King and- Queen of
England, and not .long ago painted ;
picture oil the Queen's Japanese-
sr-Ovid. Maier:).
noned Kwczi. Iivn. ii
fred Ceettety4 Natal, has died at the
advanced age of 117 yearn. Meat and
milk were tile principal article,, of his
diet 'His. sister, three year!, older
than himself, MR
Tuvestigetion of the properties of
mineral) snringe by De. H.' Dhatehree'of
Vienna, seems to eetahlieh. the lent
that annoy of theinehavemeliesernivilte.
witieb seertaiallyenaines anwasabradissiv
as one of their Curative properties,.
We hear men often enough speak of
seeing Goa in the stars and flowers,
but they will never be truly religious
till- they learn to behold Him in encb
her also, where' He is most easily,




Retaining the Pcelrer of the' Frenca
Cabinet in Face of Defeat,
Paris, Nov. 14 —Premier Rouviee's
action in retaining power in: spite of
ler Alen; parliamentary adventre
has at fun appeoval of %the couree,
whioh stems to feel that it would be
a mistake to change the ministry
until the effects of If. Ronvier's for-
eign policy have had time to mature
L'nel the Waleleck-Rousee-att
try establiehed the new practice
standard of ministerial tactics in pal--
In:merit in the pkce of the old eenti-
mental standierd, the sudden change
irt the cabinet's majority which hap-
pened Friday would have been sUffi-
city* to force any 'ministry out of
power. Rule as Mr. Ribot said to the
press correnpondent, after the' sitting.
"This is no stage iTh otw history for
ornamental etiquette. When a nun-
ii-try thipe over an °melte peel in
these days we pick it up, mend it and
put it to work again if it &nine;
sueih ereatrive-nt. On any epnestion af-
fecting the real intereets of the 'cone
try," continued Mr. Ribot, "the Rdote




Stole Securities Few Weeks Ago
Valued at Over $35o,000.
New York, Nov. re - -hurry A.
Leonard, the young Wall street
clerk, who stole $359,000 worth of !se-
cerities amen the City National hank
recently, was Monday sentenced to
thirteen or fourteen months' impris-
onment in Elmira reformatory. He
pleaded girilty, and Judge McMahon
its giving sentence said he believed
'the boyar story that be took the se-
as an object, lemon to WWI
!street of the ease which stall theftsmight he made. All the stolen secu-
rities were recovered s
FIEND PLEADS GUILTY.
In Atlanta and Sentenced to Be
Hanged Next Month.
fetfateta. G. Nov. 14 - -Tim Walk-
eeett cies-red with a criminal arse-atilt
ott Mts. W. G. Mhore, three areeke
age, appeared for teial Monday. He
Weeded guilty iii-thieinsiiitment and
was irenteireed to be-hanged Decem-
bet ft Walker wattlideatified by his
veltreim last Theiterdey and narrowly
escaped lynching at Shor hands of a
mob *thin the eity .44e was
feet aro , itty Sheriff: I/Idsols OW-, the




WILL SELL SAME DECEM-
BER 20.
There Comes Up Next Week the'
Question of Confirming Commis-
sioner Flournoy's Report.
Yesterday Trustee Arthur Y. M..
tin, of the De. Herman T. Heeog
bankrupt proceeding, set Deoember-
eoth as the date on which he will
sell the five residences of the bank-
rupt, at Ninth alert Jones streets, and
the home p'ace at Eighth and Jack-
son streets. This property is to be
sold to satisfy mortgages and other
indebtedness overhanging same.
Overruled Exceptions.
fzefecee Bagby yester?hy °corral:et
some exceptiors in the Robert L.
Knight bankruptcy proceedeing. white
some were sustained in the same con-
nection. The exception were filed




Next "%V 2"?.k lesere comes tie before
JInclIge Waltect Evans, of the United
States centre the question of con-
firming the report of Speeial Cern-
rtissioner 1. CampleeM Flournoy,' velar
adjedicated the claims of different
creditors in the eteamer Chattanooga
case. A number of the claims are
to 'be excepted., too, and thirty days
are given for tine after the special
commissioner files his report with
the United States judge.
Filed ePtitioa.
Taylor 0. Fisher has filed a peti-
tion in bankruptcy, giving $31100 ii-
*bilitle', and $2,700 assets.. He has
only one local creditor, M4 Livings-
ton and company, whom be_ owes
hrre. He is the cigar, tobacco and
pool and billiard "140M man of Broad-
way, near Fourth.
ASKED FOR HAMILTON.
Insurance Committee Orders McCall
to Demand His Return Fronl
Europe.
New York, Soy. 14.—John A. Mc-
president of the New York Life
Insurance company, was elated before
the Insurance Investigating Ctrillualt-
tee Monday and was ordered by the
committee to demand the return to
this country of Andrew Hamilton and
an account of the moneys whieh
Hamilton has expended. and for which
the New York Life Ineurance corn-
pany hold, no vouchers beyond per-
sonal receipts.
dial-ninon has represented life in.
sucance companies bpfore the legislee
tore at Albany and 19 now believed lo-
be in 'Europe. .
Ml-Cale said that if Hemiltrin
does not re pay to the New York Life
Insurance company before December
Te the sum of $235,000 vviegeh Ham-d-
ein received from the company and
had not accounted for, be (McCall,
will pay the lamotme -himself to the




German Foreign Office Explains Ex-
act Status of Affairs.
Berlin. Nov. 14.—The foreign of-
fice says the dispatch of the London
Daily Teleetaph from Tokio, publish-
ed Monday, saying that an agreement
has been concluded between the ger-
man governor of Kioachau and the
Chinese governor of the province of
Shanotting, under which Kiaceena
will be evacuated in January and Ks-
orni six menthe after the signet,- er
the ape-einem. is a mixture 4 t
and error
The facts are that Emperor Wil-
liam. at the tirne when he proposed
te the Empire's Regent of China the
withdrawal of the fnerigti troops front
the province of Chi Li except the le-
gation imardo, akar, propened, on his
own initiative, to evacuate. Kaomi
and the town of 'Kiaotehtaii, the latter
bring in the interior and 'both out-
side of Gertr.arer's sphere tinder the
leave contract. They were temporar-
ily occupied at the time of the boxer
movement as a ptvtatitionary Twee-
tire, and their occupation was n-ver
meant to be permtarrent.
The 'emperor's proposal was com-
municated to the Chinese govern-
ment Orroiagh the German minister,
Dr. Baron Mennen Von Schwartzen-
ste.n. some time before Baron Ko-
norra'e arrival in Pekin as special sn-
voy of Japan. The measure is in nee
genet 'efue to the •TP•IPTSMe pressure.
Moreoven a question of• the withdrew
r• of the Cosortan foree* 1C210-
.ehatt territory sires not eeiet The
treaty by Which sdevinany )cared the
Kiererleei dietriet "rernairn in force -
Knights of Colueribus Excursion.
A -medal train will leave Perlis-
eah at 8 a re, Sunday, November
aorle t carry the Kniorhts of co-
lurrvImr• and their friend); to Cairo,
and returning will leave Cairo &boat
nerdenolit.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent.
?odor:A, Ky.
















Wednesday Morning, Nov. is, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
V
—This morning abort i o'clock Of-
ficiers Hill and Ferguson arrested
Will Smith, colured, on the charge of
whipping Katie Smith, negress, down
on Trierabbe street.
—The pleaeant bracing weather con
entree
—Mr. and NrII14. Ethridge Hall, of
Grahamville, have a new boy baby at
their home.
—This afternoon at 3 o clock at
the lecture s-oom of the First Raptist
church, there wilt he held the weekly
meeting by the. Woreen's Christian
Temperance Union. All friends of the
cause are cordially invited to be pees-
-fent
,--Word from Union City, Tenn.,
yesterday stated that Wallace Palmer
was arrested there and trete' tee the
circuit court grand jury. in leoo bond
on tfie charge of running n ,bucket
ebop without a license. He ;ins foe-
enerly of Paducah. ss
Sale for Concert.
Tomorrow evening at The Ken-
tucky there will be given the grand
connect by the ladiets.of the Daugh-
ter* of the American Revolution, and
the aeNarsce sate of seats hae been
unusually large, thereby evidencing
that the entire city hike& *tensing
out cirmastie to witness, the ietrat-
tion, the money from which goes to
the gerrettl fund being raised for the
purchase of a fine siiver service set
for the gunboat Paducah. A most
usseellent programeivat bee narranged,




not take part in'the labor parade, end
the C. L. U 110 ndaanthority to so
annowsee, barn* been officially noti-










VAN DYKtick EATON CO.
iiMonday N. 't—ilie. Embezzler.
Tuesday tinee—The Divorce
Question. Night, Carmen.
Wednesday litatinen the Hands
of the Czar. Night.' Beware of Mot
Thursday Matinee--Camile. Night,
Great Poison 'Mystery.




Special vaudeville features between
every act.
Monday night ladies free with each

















(Formerly advertised and sold as
SATINOLA.
No change in formula or package.
The name has only been changed to
avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation con-
fused with any other.) NADINOLA
is guaranteed, and money will be re
funded in every case where it fails to
remove freekles, pimples, liver-spots,
collar discoiorations, black-heads, dis-
figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
cases in eo days. Leaves the skin
clear, _soft, healthy, and restores the
beauty of youth.
Price 50 cts and $t.00. Sold id
each city by all leading druggists, or
by mail.
Prepared only by.
NATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris, Term






C. B. Livingeton,`• businiess inane
ager of the Van -Dyke Eaton Co.,
was the guest of Manager 'Roberts of
The Kentucky yesterday. This com-
pany wed appear all next week at the
Kentucky.
Meaciemes John W. Hall and Rob-
ert Hall of Grahitinville, were isk,,tiaa
city yesterday spending the day Web
the forrnel-'s brother, Mr. James Lane,
the clothier. ss es.* .larl •
"Irt 1 ar Lee Potter has- rettirifeet
Mom Clinton, Ky.,..wheire
ed by the illness of his nephew,
er Sublett, who was left
For a while be stas da iU
with pneumonia, but is getting- 1.
Miss Ila Culky has gone to St. Vin-
to attend college.
'Rev. W. Pi Hamilton, of Wood-
silk, arrive* *ere yesterday and went
on to Mayfield to attend the Mem',
phis Methodist church conference.
Mr. Ernest Lackey goes to Gol-
°podia today on business.
Lawyer JOsepb Grogart leaves to-
day for Warmly on legal business.
.Mks. Robert D. McMillan has ar-
rived front St. Louis to join her hus-
band, ''h° has located hele.ssSbe bar
been confined at St Louis ariqeseilt
of an accident caused by beiges tin-own
horn a horse six weeks ago.
Menem. J. L. Kilgore and J. D
Heilingshead, of the coopevogetmalias
ye returned from a southern trip.
Mr. 3 S. Adams and wife. of Ches-
ter, IX, are visiting Dr. and Mr- 3.
E. Weelik.
loir Rupert Lofton has gone to Ri-
charcicii_Nat 'to locate mil "rock for flp
railroad.
Mb's. J. mi,Brel yesterday went to
Little Rock, A'rk:, lb visit her dangle
ter.
Mr. fatiwandAVIest, of St. Louis, ar-
rived here yesterday from Rosati,-
ville and is now viqiting in the city.
hilr. Lawrence Drake and wife. of
Indianapeilie, And, arrived yesterday
to visit the Mines and Messrs. Rieke
of Sixtis•ancli.„gotneloy.
Mrs Kate IMeori and 54:411t of Me-
chanicsburg, are visiting at Oaks, in
the county.
Mies Lena Feeler, of Princeton,
yesterday retorned to her home after
visiting Mtoanes Della and Fannie
Coleman.
Miss Roxie .Sneed has returned
home from a visit in Mayfield
Mr. Will Street and wife, of Kevil.
are -visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Martin.
Mies Mary Emma Builds is visiting
irt Mayfield and Fancy Farm, Grave 
comity.
•Me John J. Bierch went to Hunt-
ingburg!. Ind., yesterday to visit his
daughter, Mrs. Hardy Bryant.
Mrs. Jahn Crider ihas returned
from etaiting in Mayfiekl.
'hot P. Toof yesterday went to
Iotifeettle on a visit. •
•
BREWERY WAGONS.
Mr. Regan is a genius in hi si partic-
ular tine. His rapid crayon work and
the wonderful tranatisrmatIons, pro-
duced, combined with his instructive
talk, make a most favorable impres-
sion among hie auditors.
Prices, 25, 35, 50 ineilyst.
Seats on sale Thnisday.
•Yesterdey morning about 9 o'clock
the horse attached to.the delivery wa-
gon for the Henderson Brewery agen
ry bec.anie acarail while standing at
Third mid 'Clark /greets and dashed
itp Third tressed :E(Intocky avenue.
rilairemtin Graves net& passing beside
Ott Char'es Riatfin saloon, when the
bleivery 'horse de:bed into the milk-




NCIs•I 'Hattie Terrell yesterday et-
ternoort entertained the Sans Sonci
Ctuli at low home on Kentucky ave-
nue near -.Meth -street, 4141e at the
*arm tine* Wee Franck Terrell en-
tertained the Entre Note Club. '
..
CLOSE LEASE I_POPULINPL WANTS
•
WANTED—Boy 15 or 105 years old
THE EAGLES WILL .TAKE THE of good habits, to learn drug busi-
LATE Y. M. C. A. QUAR- niees. Address, in own handwriting,
TERS ON BROADWAY. "Druggist," care Register.
Tonight at the Regulai Wcals- Meet-
ing the Minstrel Question Will ,
Be Decided On.
At the special meeting laet•evening
of the Fraternal Order of Eagles the
brethren of that lodge decided to
close a lease for the Sixtii and Broad-
way property which_ has heretofore
been occupied by the Young Men's
Christian Association, which mad, an
assignment and is now preparing to
wind up its business.
W. H. Rieke owns the buike-
ing, while the Y. M. C. A. owns the
gyineasium building, which is frame,
and was ackled onto the rear of t
brick budding proper. The trustee,
weft instructed to close negotiation's
in this respect. They are Dr. Horace
Rims and Messrs. Frank Ferrirniete
J. A. Konetzka and President Ben
Weikle. The deal with Mr. Rieke %as
about been made, while a dicker will
have to be made with Mr. Harry
Stiles, assignee of the Y. M. C. A.,
for +e- 1- rinse in the rear.
It ie he'i-ve9 the• the latter caw be
hes-s• s et •seser'l :be iiseless ̀-it) any-
one not thaeing Ifie mein buildings.
The Eagles-, viM also, if they can,
buy Oise furnishing. the Y. M. C. A
now has in the building, they com-
prising the furniture in the bedrooms
on the second floor and also the
equipment for the •reading, writing.
recreation and genie rooms on the
grated floor. If the association does
not se)i them then the assigned body
wilt- have to muse its effects. The
sêf4e6 order WO ten equip the ss,roon
alp& coptinue rent ng those on the up-
eier floor for bedroom, quarters, while
t'ge gtoupd floor will be used as club
rooms% It is not thought, however,
that any trouble *will be had in buy-
ing. the association's effects, as the of-
ficlali of that defunct concern are de..
irus of selling so as to convert ey-
er3rthing into cash and get the busi-
ness of the organization fully wound
np as quiclehn as possible.
Tonight the Eagles hold their rec.
nine weekly meeting and then some
step will be taken towards giving a
naval entertainment at the Ken-.
wary. The money derived from same
will go into the general treasury, but
mostly be devoted m placing .addi-
tional equipmem and ftirnishings in
their new qoarters.
Alf things as desired go through
completely, the lodge wiWi use the
present gyennesians portion of the
quarters ae *se keigeroorre wherein,
will be condikted the secret wore of
the order. It is also the intention of
the Eagles, if the proposed deal meets
with no delay, to beautify the grounds
and kuilding and make this one of
the most attractive public buildings
in Paducah. .
PARTING BANQUET
ACCORDED HON. GIVEN CAMP-
BELL AT ST. LOUIS LAST
EVENING.
He Nes Been Practicing There for
Thirty Years, but Comes Back
Here to Reside.
1"f-legraphic dispatches from St.
Lotus last night stated that else bar
association of that city had given
Hon Givers Campbell a farewell ban.
suet at their quarters and that the
affair was tone of the sweNest social
ertertainfilents ever conducted in the
Future Great. There were per
several leireked of thr leading law-
yers of St. Louis and Missouri and
they spent many hours over the fes-
tal board paying the last tribute of
aasociated respect to thew bro'ber.
who has for over thirty years past
ranked as one of the leading barris-
ters of that metropolitan city.
Me. Campbell Ism constekted for
himself and, family in Aricsadia a very
fine sarrenee home and is now coming
bade here to spend the balance of his
days with old friends and citizens.
The. affair was the last compliment
paid him+ by those who have practiced
along with him for years past.
'He left here shortly after the war
for, St. Liseis when quite a young
man,' and mailing at the bottom- Of
the legs/ profession has gradually
arisen until regarded as one of the
eminent eight, of that city front a
law standpoint. Often have honors
been offered him from a public office-
holding viewpoint, but he has stead
fastly declined them and clung to his
legal practice, which YAM a mammoth
one and very remunerative.
He is a brother of Judge James
Campbell of this city, and his friends
are glad to welcome him back ,
again to our midst. His hoax it
convicted, while the household fur-
nishings are now arriving and being
installed. Of course, he will pay St.
Log A visit now and then to wind
up bit business, but this will be his
home henceforth.
A meteor wildite weight isestimated
at fifty tons eronstly Milt Mexico.
FOR RENT—Six-room brick res-
idence. All me:dem conveniences,
74 Harrison street. Apply to D. M.
Fuournoy, 433 North Seventh.
TO RENT—Six rooms, first floor;
all modern conveniences; centrally lo-
cated; splendid home. Also three up-
stairs 'rooms, all conveniences; nice
for light housekeeping. Inquire at
513 N. Sixth st.
LOST OR STRAYED—A sorrel
horse, 14 hands h`gh; one eye out;
sunken place on right side of rump.
Finder return t o719 S. Eleventh and
be rewarded. •
TAKEN UP—Two bay 'flare* have
been taken up by Jack Armstrong,
of the Bkindville road. They are 15
hands high. Owner call and get
them.
WANTED—Experienced saleslady
mu fancy groceries. Apply Lane's 'reta
and Coffee company, rt3 South Sec-
ond street.
FOUND—iBurich of keys 'on the
floor of postoflice. Owner may re-
cover same at this office.
FOR RENT—Two furnished rooms










Mt Omehet, 5 9; falling.
&I; falling.
Pieg, 5.7; fa*irsg.
Dalai Isinsw Dam, 5.7; failing
St.' Luis, 13.5; faking.
Mt Vernon, 7.71 failing.
Iltriliscah, 7.5; falling
This afternoon at 5 o'clock there
leaves for the Tennessee river the
steamer Clyde. Rai comes back next
Monday.
There will come out of the Tennes-
see river late tomorrow night the
seseuter Kentucky, which lays until 5
o'clock Saturday afternoon before
gettiag out on. her return that way.
This morning at S o'clock there
gets sway for Cairo the steamer Dick
Fowler. Aloe conies back tonight at
olellerels.•
The Xity of Savannah *eaves St.
Inbiersormielet fbr the Tennessee over
and gets twee Friday morning on her
way up
The City of Saltillo pauses net of
the Tennessee river tomorrew leveed
back to St. brans.
'The Bob Medley has come and
gone back to Nashville, up the Cum-
berland river. A message from
Clarksville. Tenn., stated she had
grounded there, but rine proved eT-
T0f1e0tX9
The Henry Harley came in last
night from Evansville, and left im-
mediately on her return that way.
The Warren -had drawn out of the
Evansville trade, and is now laying up
She had been funning in that trade
for the regular boats during the low
water .
Yesterday the Wilford arrived from
the • Tetentaciee river with a tow of I
ties.
The. Lyda I in from the Cumber- I
land river with a sow of tire
Yesterday morning the Charles
Turner went to Joppa with the tow'











New Books Worth Reading
"THE HOUSE OF MIRTH"  EDITH WHARTON.
A story of absorbing inteiest. Mrs. Wharton's best book.
"THE CONQUEST OF CANAAN" - - - BOOTH TARKINGTON.
As bright and entertaining ar-any of his erevious books.
"YOLANDE, THE MAID OP BURGUNDY" - CHAS. MAJORS.
Every bit as good as his "%Viten Enightitood Was in Flower."
These and a hundred other books—The newest and best copy-right now-
- cis—we offer you at 51.20 each.
See our 50e line of copyrights. We offer some regular $1.92 books at
this price.
Once more we tell you about our sheet music. Come and use our stock
and get ottr free catalogues.
1 -arbour's Book Department
USE KEVIL'S
Firistocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
AROUND THE TOWN.
Pretty girls, lively comedy, com-
plete scenic investiture and musical
numbetv galore is what those start-
ling co/medium. Murray and Mack,
promise tr4 in their new piece,
"Around the Town," which, will ap-
pear here tonight at the Kentucky.
Of course, there is not mud, that is
net much that sis new that can be
said regardings-Mtwray and Mack
themselves an they have been
amongst ns so malty *times that al-
most every men, women and child,
who knoww anything about the
theatre at all is,kaniliar with Mack's
little fat man OK Mlarray's tat( thin
impersirmation. They come, this sea-
son, well endorsed by the newspaper
critics everywhere they have appeared
and unless aN signs fail this will the
record breaker for Murray and hfack,
not only in financial returns but merit
of performance. They will introduce
many novelties this reaton;; in fact.
*limit the  opby old thing they will
spring will be their Iambus old box-
ing match that he, laid doemont for
couple of seawalls. Many local man-
- and dramatic critics in the past
two years have asked why this ex-
tremely funny piece of bovine's has
been cut out, no they concluded this
year to brush off the moth balls Mom
their boxing gloves and again pat
bark this eatreirtitfy funny incident,
The ormaiany. this Amason number%
thirty-five people, all of whom are





107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. 6ray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINNIB AND WIIIISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable lime served to order. As
free noonday lunch for 25 cents.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Itu3uraace
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—kesidesce1696.
es,
NOVELTIES
Webs,'. a unlocked linsof'piear
fag novelties.
Many of then are coigne and
original in design.
Yee oan choose aomethlng dainty
and , ornamental from our stock
that will not ha worn rammer'.
If you aint to be "different" we
can half 3100..
ALWATS SOMETHING NEW
Wollfg JoyeIR Store 
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